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Introductory. 
In surgical operations upon the oesophagus, and even on its thoracic part, an apparatus 
for di仔erentialpressure is not only unnecessary but actually a hindrance. Today, when 
this fact has b~come well recognized, at least in our country, the surgery of the oeso司
phagus may be said to have finally made a correct start. 
Ever since Prof. R. Torikata, chief of th巴 firstsurgical clinic, proposed“Free 
Thoracotom y ”or thoracotomy without the use of differential pressure for this branch 
of surge小 atthe annual congress of Japan Surgical Society in 1925, we have con-
tinued to make clinical an<l experimental studies from this point of view. As it is 
obviously impossible, however, to solve at once the many problems that confront us 
in dealing with this subject, we have made it our task first to develop the fundamental 
principles underlying the surgery o「theentire oesophagus and secondly to establish 
the technical procedures of treating the low巳rsegments of the viscus and the cardia. 
In the following pages 1・巴 shallpr巴sentbriefly the results of the experimental and 
clinical investig礼tionsthat we have conducted along these lines. 
Section I. The Fundamental Experiments on the 
Surgery of the Oesophagus. 
Chaptn I. Experimental Observations on the Surgical Anatomy 
and Physiology of the Oesophagus. 
r. The N，昨 itionof the Oesop加g附・
Nutritiけnal仁川1clitionsof the oesophagus constitute the basic factor in its surgery. 
¥'e hav巴 firstreinl'estigated thoroughly the arterial supply of the oesphagus on fifteen 
caclavera andゐunda few new facts 11hich 1il be reported elsewher日（Fig.r). Our 
next step w止sa quantilat1・e estimation of the blood 1・olume distributed to its various 
segments. For thi-; purpose, we ha1・e inj巴cteda quantity of one percent aqueous solu-
、》｝ー?． ? ， ??
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tion of mercury uichloride into the aorta of fresh cadavers or exp引imentalanimals ; 
the di仔erentsegments of the oesophagus were then sulリectedto chem;c~l processes by 
which the injected subst九ncethat has become adsorbed in the ti出 ueぉ wasconverted 
into sulfide of mercury and weighed. 
A. bronchi.ilis dextra 
A. intercostal目 dextraI 
A. intercostalis dextra H 
Right 
A. vent. (Rr. oesoph. ant. 
sin. l Rr. oesoph. post. 
Fig. 1. 
Aa. o出 ophageipropriae 
Left 
In this way, itwas f<rnnd that the segments adequately supplied with arterial blood 
are the abdominal part, the entire upper half and the upper two thirds of the lower 
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very poorly vascularized 
very richly vascularized 
Fig. 3. Quantitative study of the arteriac blood volume of the 
human oesophagus (Injection into al of the arteries 
distributed to the oesophagus.) 
Weight in gram of the 
fragment of the 
oesophagus 
Weight of the sulfide of 
mercury 
Weight in milligram of 
sulfide of merιury per 
unit weight of the 
oesophageal合agment
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Fig. 4. The same slutly as in Fig・3with preliminary ligation 
of the intraabdorninal nrterics to the stomach and 
the left infaior di~phragmatic arlc1 y.
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lower thoracic part 
"' 
｜町山I[i up附 ｜ 
part thoracic part 
→ Length of the oesophagus in centimeter 
〆4〆、Jρ 
The oesophagu、atthe !e1•el of the tracheal l>ifurcat』01.Fig. 5. 
~4:<•. 、u・ ；’
(<l b吉 thecervical part and the lower segment of the thoracic part, that approximately 
two centimeters long lying immediately above the diaphragm being especi乱lypoor in 
bloocl supply and constituting the region o「leastresistance against op巴rativetraumata 
(Fig. 2, 3). Isolation of the stomach with ligation of the intraabdominal blooct vessels 
distributeci to it and of the left inferior diaphragmatic artery causes a ctiminution 0「
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the blood supply of the lower thoracic and th巴 abdominalparts of the oesophagus to 
什omone third to one 自白hof its normal value (Fi月・ 4) 
The results of histological study '>f distribution of th円 blood capillaries of the 
oesophagus in the dog by means of injection of its arteries with india ink were con-
自rmatoryto the abcパeobservations. (Fig. 5, 6, 7）‘ 
Fig. 6. Section from日目men!within 2 cm. aliove the 
diaphragm (region of least re,istance). 
Fig. 7. Audominal p1rt of the oesophagus. 
' The Lymphαtic Syslelll of the Oesoph日夕H
A survey of the lmyhatic syはemof the oesophagus is important in connecti0n with 
metastasis of malignant neoplasms. We have cautiously removed the cervical and 
610 日本外科貧画第 10巻第 3 盟主











ciors・1l vertebrae in experimental 
animals and eight cadavers of foetuses 
and young infants, exposed th巴
cervical and thoracic parts of the 
oesophagus, and its lower segments 
and the abdominal portion were 
exi:;osed from the abdominal route. 
Gero ta’s solution was then injected 
into the lymphatic vessel, and after 
fixation with JO% formol solution, 
the course and distribution of the 
lymphatics were studied. From 
the results of this study, the !rm-
phalics of th巴 oesophagusmay be 
divided into five systen】s; namely, 
Gii 
1) deep cervical group, z) p1ratrachea¥ group, 3) tracheohronchial group, 4) posterior 
mediastinal group, and 5) cardiac group. It should bョremembョrel,however, th江ta 
deviation from these normal arrangements wil occur in cases of disease process in the 
科外道メ，＿艮1宰・大
oesophageal wall. 
Dist'Urbαnces of the 1'li刷、α：cicDud. 
In operation upon the oesophagus and the mediastinum, an injury to the thoracic 
duct is liable to occur. In order to determine the influences of disturbances of the 
3. 
duct upon lymphatic circulation, we have ligated the thoracic duct of the dog, and 
after a certain lenght of time sacrificed the animal, injected Gerota's solution and studied 
the changes in the lymph channels. Of seven dogs in which the thoracic duct was 
Jig且ted,only one died from empyema thoracis, whil日 therest of them showed no 
systemic disturbances whatever and continued to live in perfect health until they were 
killed. The lymph was conveyed by n巴wlyformed coll礼teralsinto the left fifth inter-
costal vein (Fig. 8), the azygos ¥'ein, the superior ven九 cava,and both right and left 
sup巴riormediastina¥ lymph glands, or into the posterior intercostal lymphatic 刊 sel.
Histology qf the Oesophageαl 'l'isues. 
Of the various tissues composing the oesophagus '"e ha¥'e studied its musculature in 
detail. The cross stricted muscle usually ends at the level of th色 trachealbifurcation, 
but it may rarely extend into the abdominal part. The smooth muscle increases its 
4. 
Fig. 9. Variation of the thickness of the muscular coat at di仔erenl
segments of human oesophagus. (male, 18 years old.) 
一・一・－ Internal and external layers 
External layer 
－一一一一 Internal layer 
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Length of the oesophagus 
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thickness as we trace it tlO¥rnll'ard, and at the lower segments of the gulet it reaches 
t¥l'ice the thickness of the upper segments. (Fig. 9) 
5. Theλ石川ous.Mechαnis11. 
In studying the physiol山町 ofthe oesophagus, we have employ巴da method, hitherto 
not undertaken, by which muscular contraction of the oesophagus were directly recor-
ded. Our results of various experiments on the vagus innervation were as a whole 
con日rmatoryto those obtained Iり。previousworkers. In regard to the sympathetic 
control of the oesophageal function, a uniformity of opinion has b巴enwanting. ¥Ve have 
found tbat a bilataleral extirpation of the superior cervical and stel且teganglia both before 
and after, but especially after, a unilateral sectioning of the vagus causes an increase 
in duration of the peristalsis of the cardiac portion. {Table I, 2, Fig. IO, 11, 12). 
Table 1. Show ng changes in time necessary for possage o「rerislalticwave through 
』 unitdistance of the oesophagus, caused by bilateral extirpation of the superior 






I Alter bilateral I I I extirpation of I % increase I Aft I % increase 
I r i I the 、alue！：？二i~·
stelat egor】gl"al I I 
;1 
second second second 
0.094士0.0020 0 102辻二0.0020 芭% O.II8土0.0027 15% 
0.075土0.0007 0.079土0.0007 5% 0.099土0.0020 25% 
0.075土0.0007 0.082土0.0005 9% 0.091土o.c泊。7 ll% 
0.075土0.0020 0.078土0:0027 4% 0.116士0.0047 、今ー ?{, 





Table 2. Showing rnriatiuns in the kymographic curves of the peristalsis of the cardia 
following hilaterJ.l extirpation of the superior cervical and stellalc ganglia, 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 10. Kymographic record of peristaltic movements of the normal carclia 
I王.Peristalsis of the cervical part. 
R. Movement of the abdominal 
I仁 partof the oesophagus with 
respiration. 
K. Peristalsis of the cardt.1. 
Fig. 11. Sarne as above after bilateral extirpation of the stellate ganglia. 
ト二三とこーニ三二示たj
Fig. 12. After unilateral vagus section, followed by bilateral 
extirpation of the stellate ganglia. 
わ~ ；： ー: '·'.':Zi:::<:r~＇｝： ＇.~；＇！，，N;.慰問問：：；~： ~；~ ·,v~ J匁z ＇：~f'.~ ；；，1：.＇.~~1:;;;.:'.k-1::~＇.~i:;E:J: 
It was further observ巴d that a bilateral extirpation of the splanchnic nen・e, the 
abdominal sympathetics, ancl the stelht巴 gangliais followed by a reduction of clilatative 
movement of the cardiac p<>rlion. These facts prove that the sympathetic nerl'e acts 
on th巴 cardiain antagonism to, and regulates, the vagus innピrvation,that is, it limits 
the dilatation of th巴 cardi乱Cportion. (Tab！巴 3,Fig. 13). 
Table 3. Showing variations in t!1e kymographic curves of the c irdiユcperistalsis cause<l 
hy hi later .il ぐ＂ tirp1tionof the stellate ganglia after hilater.1! ex汚tirpation
。fthe splanchnic nerve and the solar plexus. 
Afler btlateral exl1rp川ionof ti山 After subsequent hilaleral Exstirpation 
ぉplanchnicnerve and I he solar 
plexus. of the stdlate ganglia 
Animal No. 一
¥¥'i<llh of base line Heigh l of the C町、c ¥Vidth of hase line Height of the curve 
mm mm mm ロJill
91 I.5士0.036 0.5士0.022 1.4士0.017 0-4土0.029
94 o.8土0.027 o.6土O.030 o.6土0.024 0・5土0.028
95 0.7土0.030 o.6士0.022 o.6土0.0.)2 0.5土0.057
00 o.8土0.046 0.5土0.051 0.7土0.016 0.5士0.053
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Fig. 13. After a bilateral extripation of the splanchnic nen'e, folio.we<! by a 
unil:teral vagus section and bilateral extirpation of the stelate g川1苫：i‘し
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Chapter I. Experiments Concerning the Thoracotomy. 
1. !1/rodur:to;・y remα7・k.son th.orαcotomy・
Problems concerning thoracotomy are fundamental in the oesophageal su rgc•rr・ Tlws·:
problems seemed apparently to have been solved by introduction by Sauerbruch in lリの4
of the technic under differential pressur己， butin reality such was not the case. For 
4凡ertwenty years since Sauerbruch's wo1・kappeared, the progress of the thoracic sur-
gery, particularly under differential pressure, has been lamentably slow. The principle 
set forth at the outset of this paper, namely th九tth~ clif，巴rentialpressure is not only 
unnec巴ssarybut i-; actually a hindrance has not been recognized, and the progre：封 of
th巴 surp-cryof th巴 chestC川・ityI l江sb士enconsequenlly at a stand stil. 
¥Ve believe that the wmk we have been doing in our clinics on thoracolomy under 
normal atmospheric pressure has completely sol1・山lthe problem. Our observations on 
（＇＞＼＇巴lninety C九seswhich were operated upon 1・ithout the di仔erenli司lpresure apparatus 
speak eloquently in its confirmati11:1. 人吋 thetables 4 and 5 slH》1・,the free thora-
じotomyor thoracotom )'under the normal atmospheric pressur.~ bas been applied with 
safety in performing vヨriousoperations on diverse di；じ;i.seswithin the thoracic ca、it¥.
2. Edalion betweeen Tlwrαcotoniy「rnrlthe />1T1w1rtr.1 F川町luil.
The fact that the functional lo出 ofth巴 lungon the side of the operation in free 
thoracotomy is sufficiently compensated for by the unopened凶idehas been prov巴dby 
the experimental work reported by Dr. Kudo* ( 1り25). Fu川町 studieson the p口Sト
operative pulmonary function subsequ巴ntlycarried out in our laboratories by means of 
Knippin日’S九pparalush乱v巴shownthat in the ral】bitwhose left the】lax 11•江兄 open巴d und 邑r 
rli仔erenti江lI》r
mediat巴1y after th巴 op~ration is nearly no1m;i.l, butπs ti me にけc~s on the phenomena '.r 
白人rt'livfir jrqはnischeChirurgie l!d. 2, 1925 (Jap:rnesc and < :nman.) 
k. i~－食道外科 615 

































































































Carcinoma of oesophagus 
Carcinoma of cardiac part 
of oesophagus 
Carcinoma of cardia 
Carcinoma of st mュch
Carcinoma of lung 
Cardiospasrn 




Myorr>a of oesophagus 
。n
33 25 2 5 
2 2 






Oesophagus e!ongatus I z 
Mediastinal tumor 
Sarcoma 
Tuberculosis of the lung 
lntralhoracic cold abscess 
Foreign body in the oιs、下
phagus , 
Forei~n be dy in the lhornci< r 
cavity 















仏両i一一 ｜つつ一－1 。 ｜一一~I~「τ－
pulmonary insufficcnむymanifest then】selves,and 48 hours postoperatively the conditions 
of g江sexchange show nけ C、idcncc・of rec什very. In the rnbbit、vhose chest 1 as ope11ed ． 
on th巴 leftside under normal cilmospheric pressure，けnthe other hand, the respiratory 
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Table 5. The numl>er of case邑 operatedupon under free thoracolυmy. 
’1・ypeof optration Numl.cr of r:ases 
Exploratory thoracotomy 
J{emoval of foreign lu•rl es 
(with gastrotomy) 
Extirpation of neoplasms 
Oesophagoplasty or o~sophagocarclioplasty 
(Preceded hy extirpation of myom ) 
Separation of pulmりnaγyadhesion in tubercul《＇＂‘S
Extirpation of intrathoracic sympathetic g九nglia
Einstilpungsresektion 
Total gastrectomy and ocsophago.jejuno叫omy
Oesophago.gaotroslomy 
(with fC>CCliυ1 uf the ca叶ia)
l{csc・c-tion of the oesophagu泊
Anterior and posterior mcdiaslinoton1y 
Radical "J>crali川、 fordiaphragmatic hernia 

















Table 6. Average postoperative val・.じ叩dpercentage of respiralυry gas exchange. 
' Volume re>pi問d巳ど竺主！？とI_:1u~1c expired I （川 ／（）士悶tio
a山 a1I r何 en-I制 ual ! perc叫 …ー｜斗；~~.：： －1 ~；示i I percc1ト
value I tagc I日 JueI tagc : value ! tagc ・ value J la＇.~じ
Normal conlr,.] 1194・73 100.0 りj2.11; 100.0 0.81 I 1.00 
Free thυracolomy ! 2_;7リ53 110・7 1298.15 10笛，b 1066.33 1 10.8 1 o.S2 I 1.01 
’l'hnracotomy under I 2615.081 
differcnlial pressure 1486.98 124.6 i I IIリ・741115・1 ｜ 0・75 I o.92 
Di fercn I ial pres只ure
r 1 ・ ｝ 2569.32 I Iり5' 142.;._;7 120.0 1149・7'/!i 118.2 0.81 I tune o c osing t 1e 1.00 
wound J J 
「unctionreturns l＜’its normal stale three hours after lhc operation and no pulmon川γ
imp九irmentappears subsequently. ¥'lien the diferential pressure "・zis utilized only at 
the time of closing the thoracotomy 、も＇Ound, th巴 r巴suit兄 stand mid＂・江 Y between the 
above two conditions (Table Ii, Fig. 14）・ Identicalexperiments performed on the 1 ight 
side of the thorax have I m旧日htforth the r巴suitsthat are identical with the abo¥'e, except 
that the retuin tつthenormal r.:J.川 ingthe operation was clelayecl. Prolongecl posto-
perative observations have shown that in the free tli"racotomy series, there is a transient 
clisturbance of the pulmonary functionけnthe fifth or sixth day乳fterthe operation, but an 
eventual recovery is complete. With the use of di佐rentialpressure, on the other hand, 
J: lτ・食道 外科 617 
Fig. 14. Pulmonary functions imme<liately aft町 thoracotmy. 
一一一一一一 I Control determination on he日！thysul;JeCls 
一ー一一Ii Cases subjected to free thoracotomy 
一・ ・ーIII C品白 subjectedto thoracotomy under 
dif!erent1al pressure 
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→ Immedia-3 hours 6 h 
Number of tely aft r 
hours after 
the Operation 
12 h 24 h 48 h 
Table 7. Respiratory functiりnafter nnilatcral frcじ thoracotomycomJ;ine<l、itha≫piratiun 
of intrapleural air. average percent九geof ; animals 
Aχ． A.V. A.T. o. co。
Prenpera tivc 1.00 1.00 I 00 LOO 1.00 
r't <lay post.中ビrlive 1.67 147 o.88 1.48 1.29 
2nd day 1.05 0・リ6 0・90 0・93 0.89 
3r<l " 。り8 0・96 0・97 0.97 0・92
4tl1 , I 01 0・98 0・96 0.93 o.86 
5th 0.94 o.99 I Ol 0.92 0.75 
6th 0.94 0・98 I.OJ 0.78 0・76
7th " 0・94 0.97 1.01 0・9』 0.89 
8th " 0.94 0.91 0・96 0.91 0.84 
9th " 0・96 0.97 LOI 0.リ4 0.87 
10th ” 0・90 0.89 。り7 0.90 o.88 
11th " 0.91 0.92 LOO 0.91 0.81 
rzth , 0・93 o.97 1.04 0・99 0.94 
13th " 0.94 0.92 。リ7 0.97 0・94
14th " 0.91 095 1.04 ト02 0.95 
r5tn , 0・90 0.00 o.99 0.94 0.82 
2otl1 , 0.リI 0.95 1.02 0.94 0.95 
A.Z. Number of re>pirations per minute 
A.V. Volume 川 respirationper minule. 
O~ Volume of o五ygen i~トo~ii~~c\ per minute. 
Co~ Volume of carbon d 口 pireriper minule 
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Table 8. l'ulmonary funcli<m alter unilateral lhoracotomy under diffcrenlinl 
pressure, with average percentageゎf3 animals. 
* A.Z. A.V. A・T. （）内
一 一
I’rcopernti •·e I 00 1.00 I 00 1.00 
l>t day po,topcrative I IO I. I I 1.00 1.09 
2nd ” 1.08 0・96 o.88 o.88 
3rd 1.16 0.87 o.75 0.83 
4th " I.09 0.90 0.83 0.85 
5th 円 0・96 0.74 0.80 0.78 
6th " 0.87 o.75 0.85 062 
7th " 0.85 0.77 o.88 o.66 
8th " 0.85 0.74 0.90 0.62 
9th " 0.84 0・71 0.84 0・71
Ioth , 0.81 o.66 0.82 0.61 
l Ilh , 0.80 o.66 0.82 0.52 
12tli " 0.81 0.65 0.80 047 
r3th , 0.81 0.65 0・76 0.52 
r4th , 。79 0.63 0.83 0.52 
I 5th , 0.77 0.62 0.80 043 




Iミ白piratorycondil1ons after frte unilateral thnracotomv combined 
with a>piralion of inlrapleural air. (An opening 4 cm: long made 



















ーーーーーー A.Z. Number of respirations per minute 
A.¥'. V《，lumeinspirtd per minute 
一一一一円 Volume of oxygen inspired (Standaτ《Iconditiors) 
一一、－- CU~ Volume ,f carbon dioxid expired 
I) 
(Standarcl conditionぉ）
J‘ 』』』ー~ 一 ・・－-・-
ーー ・ー ’
、ー ，－ .. 
Days after ;-
closure of司ー
open pneu--; 6 ;ー 】,., 」コ ー 一】 ｛ “ 【 一】戸 」】ヨ
mothorax 同 01 “ 寸 ＂、 、。 r、 。 c、 ロ r，、 ‘r、
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the conditions of the pulmonary function become progres:>ively worse until about the 
third week, when the impairment becomes so marked as to cause a pronounced wasting 
of the animal. Thes~ results乱reconstant in al the animals 011、l'hichsimple thor礼－
catomy or other intrathoracic operations are p・:rformed by the two methods desι吋bed.
(T礼blc7, 8, Fig. 15, 16) 
Fig. 16. 
·~ 
Respiratory conditions after thoracotomy und,er differential 
pr白 sure(An opening 4 cm. long made on the right thorax 
dosed after 30 minutes). 
ーーーー －ー A.Z. Number of respirations per minute 
. A.V. Volume inspired per minute 
一一一一一一 02 Volume of oxygen inspired (Stand.げにIconditions) 





Number of ~ 
<lays after τ 
closure of ョ
open pneu- ~ 
mo thorax 
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Experimental re主ultson the blood g必 exchangeand the intrathoracic pressure al的
prove that the free thoracot（》myis much less deleterious than that unuer di仔erential
pressure. 
3. The Reliαtion between Thorαctomyαnd the Respirαtnry ｝’1nction in .1.1lcrn. 
Close observations on the re.>piratory conditions in clinical cases which were subjected 
to free thor,1cotomy have shown th礼ttl1e majority of the patients present a transient 
re.>piralory disturbance at the moment when th~ chest C九1ityおopened,and that in a 
very few, the respiratiつn ceases abruptly for a brief period. During the remainder of 
the duration of the open pneumothυrax, the rate of respirntion remains high but its 
quiet rhythm is maintained. After closing the thoracotomy wounu, the r,・spiratory 
conditions improve considerably and the rate decreases in Cけmparisonto that during 
the open pneum,)thorax in the majority of cases. Aspir以ionof the I明 idualair in the 
pleural caγity further reduce.> the respiratory白・equency.(Fig. 17.) These conditions 
































I》日ticnt’I'.s. 0' ]di＜】pcthicrlil九tatinnof the oesοphagu~. 
日renot inAuenced by the type of anaesthetics used, the site of the operation, the size 
of the opening rnade, or the duration of. tbe open pnen1othorax. In practicaly half 
of the C司討す5 in which local an号sthesicswere employerl, the effects on the respiration 
were in no m江） di町erentfrom those in which general anesthesia was used. Reg江1・din丸一
th巴 siteat which the chest cavity is entered, we hav巴triedboth anterio1, posterior, left, 
right aspects, '•r through the diaphragm or the upper thoracic honndary. The size of 
the opening m似lemeasured from 2 5 cm.×15 cm. at most to less with various grada・
tions when smaller operative field suficed. The duration of the open pneumothorax 
was in the maj仰ori of operations O即 hourmore or k内 thelo時 estbei昭 3hours 
an<l 40 minutes which, ho、＇ever,was not日，Iけucd by noticeable deleterious e仔ects.
(Ta bl巴 9)
¥Ve have attempted to determine if there is any relationship between the structural 
characteristics of the thorax and the respiratory conditions during and after the free 
thoracotom y・andfound that neither the size of the 司ntero-posteriormeasurement of 
the mediastinum nor th巴 latio between its side to side and the乱nteroposterior measure-




















Table 9. The side of the cheot chosen, the form of anesthesia, the ;ize of 
the opening, and the duration of open pneumothorax in the Cases 
upon which free lhoracotomy was performed. 
Ane;th凶 ia:
Number of cases 
General anesthesia 16 
Combined local江mlgビneralanesthesia . 19 
Local anesthesia 57 
’The duration of open pneumothorax : 
Les, than“ne hour 58 
Between one and two hours 26 
More than two hours快 8 
長Thelongest duration 3 hours and 40 minutes 
’I、hesize of the opening made: 
Not larger than 19 X 6 cm. 
Not larger than 2ox 12 cm. 
Not larger than 24X 16 cm. 













Table IO. The relation between the structural forms of the chest and the 
respiratory conditions during operation. 
Type of operation done 
posterior posterior c1ia er~ condition during 1ame er 
G21 
一－…［ I t l I Resp1ra 
patient diameter dia1?ete: of 1 of the chest open 0f the chest med1astmum pncumothorax 
1¥1. Posterior mediastinotomy 18 I I.5 27 Slightly disturber! 
I. Posterior mediastinotomy 21 I 2 .1 28.8 Not disturb~d 
0. Exploratory thoracotomy 8.I 28.5 Disturbed 
A. Exploratory thoracotomy 18.7 I0.8 28 Sligh tl v disturbed 
I王． Transpleural displacemt of IO 25 Not disturbed the oesopphagus 17 
0. Resection of the oesophagus by penetration method 
Iリ.2 I I.I 29 Not disturber[ 
Partial exclusion of the I. oesophagus 
18 II 26.5 Not disturbed 
u. Exploratory thoracotorny 20.6 I 1.4 28.5 Slightly disturbed 
Y. Exploratory thoracotomy 18 5 II 27 Slightly disturbed 
I三. Exploratory thoracotorny 19.2 12 29.8 Not disturbed 
T. Oesophagoplasty 18 II 3o.5 Not disturbed 
M. Exploratory thoracotomy 20 12 28 Slightly disturber! 
Y. 
Separation of adhesion of 18 10-4 .10 Slightly disturbed 
the pulmonary pleura 
s. Oesopha!?oplasty 18 12 29.3 Not disturbed 
I王． Exploratory thoracotomy 19.6 10.6 29 ［）円turlierl
t虎
It was further noted that in free thoracotomy done on the right side, the mediaqinum 
moves towards the left, but the flutering of the mediaslinum causing dangerous sym-
ptoms of cardiac or respiratory disturbances does not occur in any instance. So-caled 
dangers from mediastinal fluttering is, therefore, nothing more than a phantasy・
‘3 ・1第理き10 第画5空科外本日ti:!:! 
I1jluc1川 of1’＇／wracotomyψon 11: F11dio11 of the Heαrl. 
In order to study the cardiac function in thoracotomy, rabbits were thoracotomized 
Loth under di仔erentialand nnrmal atmospheric pressure, and the systolic blood pressure, 
and lhe number of heart be旦tsper minute before, during, and after the ope1ation ＂’e1e 
In open pneumothorax, the systolic blood pressure rises anrl th巴 carrliac
4. 
determined. 
Fig. 18. Graphic curve showing the behavior of the sy,tolic blood pressure 
and pulse rate during the left sided unilateral thoracotomy. 
(The reading made every minute.) 
ー 一一一ー I. Control 
一・一・ー I.Free thoracotomy 

































rate decreases with mnsequent circulatory disturt礼neeirespective of the side of the 
chest opened and 0f wh巴therthe diferential pressure is utilzed《＞rnot. But the degree 
of ti日 circulatoryimpairment in the left si~I巴d free thoracotomy is less than that in 
, {( ft 40 Jp’ ＂’ io 
Time 
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the differential pressure series. When the open pneumothorax is created on the right 
side, the cardiac impairment during the operation is gre且terin the free tharacotom y 
than that under differential pressure, but in the postoperative p巴riodsthis relation is 
exactly reversed and there is no noticeable disturbance following the free thoracotomy. 
(Fig・18,19) 
Fig. 19. Kymographic record of the blood pressure and pluse during 
the free thoracotomy and closure of the thoracic 
opening under di仔erentialpressure. 
Differential 
pressure 
↑ pressure apparatus 
Closure of the thoracic opening 
Electro-cardiographic studies show left sided preponderance in right sided thoracotomy 
and right sided preponderance in the Iefl sided operation. During the latter oper且tion, 
it was shown th礼tthe duration of the heart beat, of the ventricular contractiσn and of 
the pause is lengthenecl. Nけ clifferencewas noted electrocar・diographic且lybetween the 
free thoracotorny and that under clifferential pressure. 
Fig. 20. An elect刊 cardiogramduring a fre thoracotomy in man (before fre tlwracotomy). 
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In man electrocarcliogram cloes not show江 unilateralpreponclerance as in the animal. 
Ol'ing to the fact that the mediastinurn in man does nol shift as in the lower animals. 
{Fig. io, 2 1, 22 ). 
Fig. 21. 
Fig. 22. Ao elect刊cardiogramduring a free thuracotomy in man (after fre thoracotomy）・
In man, the blood pressure is lowered, th巴 pulserate increased, and the amplilude 
of the pulse decreas吋 inthe majority of c九sesfive minutes after free thoracotomy ; 
the next in fre4uency being those cases 11・hich show an incr白石edblood pressure, 
increased pulse ralc and amplitude. To state these facts more accurately, the bloocl 
ptessure stays either normal or shows an upwarcl or downward、ariation,between 10 
and 30 mm. Hg., the pulse rate either remains unalterecl or increases or decreaes 
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between IO and 30 beats per minute, and the pulse pressure either remains unchanged 
or 1・江lie五upowardor downward to the extent of from 10 to 20 mm. Hg., in other 
word5, the great majority of cas守sdo not show any marked changes during or after 
the free thoracatomy. Th巴 bloodpressure most frequently returns to the preoperative 
level in dゎuton色 week’stim色 a「terthe op::!ration. The pulse rate returns to the 
normal frequency in い’け orthree days’time. When the operation ends as merely an 
exploraton・ one or the intrathoracic operative procedure a simple one, the blood pres-
sure, pulse rate anrl the pulse pressure usually remain unaltererl, such 品ndingsbeing 
more frequent in the lρft siderl tlian the right sided op巴rations.
In intrathoracic oper江tionョthe heart is fr巴quentlyexposed lけ pressure anrl rlisplac巴・
ment. That these factors w円ulcl extert a clc!eterious eff巴ctupon the carcliac function 
is r巴礼clilyconceivable, but our C¥periences further inclicate that the pressur巴 upon the 
auricle is far more d巴Lri.mentalthan that upり1 th巴 ventricle.(Fig. 23）・
Fig. 23. Sphymographi<.: record sl1<>wing the effects of pressure exerted directly 
upon the heart (left sided thoracotomy) 
’l'he atrium was forcefully pressed upon. 
Table 11. Pigment excretion t.y the liver in thoracolomy (Azorubin SJ・’
(<2tuntity of the pigment 2 c.). 
’~＼7~cnt detected 両日t
re<Juired before maximum concentration 
is reached 
Mnx1mum concentrntion 
’fht: l~ ngth of time the pigment is cυncentrated 
suficient for colぽ imetrv
Quantity excreted in the first hour 
Quantity ex.creted in the second honr 
Total quantity excreted 
Quantity excreted in urin巴
lιxcretion by the liver Excret10n by the Ii ver I 
of the pigmer.t inj目ct I。fthe pi_gm出 i恥 k
30 n】im
tho悶c《》tomv I tho印刷myunder 
1 1 diferential pressure 
I' 、》ー、，， ユ’ 1011 






75・5 7 5・1 
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5. 1'he I11jl11cwe示。fTlwrucotom：哲叩肌 theHepatic Fandio】1・
Jn order to find out the inluences of thoracotorny upon the functions of the liver 
which is intimately r巴latedto the respiratory and circulatory syst巴ms,w巴 havestudied 
the conditions of the pigment excretory (Azorubin只） and the blood sug,u regulatory 
function of the Ii、erin thoracotomy both free and under di仔erentialpressure. (Table r r ).
The blood sugar was studied accorrling to Hagedorn-Jensen’E method. These twり
functi•m討 were found to b~ practically unimpaired, except that for thirty minutes after 
the operation under di除rentialpressure, the pigment excretory function ¥l'aSゐundto 
be interfered with, indicating that the differential pressure causes a postoperative passive 
congestion '1f the liver. (Table r 2)
Table 12. The sugar tolerance tests on thoracotomized rabl1its. 
I I I l:Hood sugスrvalue: alkr 1nject1on 
｜’rime after I Blood叩＿gar叫 ueI of glucose I thnracotomv I before Injection I一 一寸 I 一丁一一 r・
j , [ of glue出 e I s〆 I zo' I 3 s' I 50' I 6 5' 
Free I ,h《
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I I 14 24 円
Chapter II. Changes Produced by Thoracotomy upon the Blood. 
1. The Blood Pict111・c.
Studies t川 theblood picture carried out repe乳tr~dlγbefore anci after free thnracotomy 
on twenty-two cli円icalcases have shown that the changes produced are essentially 
similar to those observed following a laparotomy・ Ingene1al, leucocytes are increased, 
and erythrocyte; ciecreased. Of the leucocytes, the lymphocytes, eosinophiles, and mono-
nuclears are decreased, while the polymo1plionuclせλrneutrophiles且ndthe transitional 
forms are increased. 'I‘he effects of thoracotomy on tlic bk川d picture indicate that 
Lhe burden on the body economv C司usedby the operntion is not much heavier than 
thatけflaparotomy. 
2. Hydrogen Jon C'川/l'Clllmlio1.
Changes in ltycirogen ion concentration and its neutralization in the blnod which 
might b';! caused by thoracotom y were im・巴コtigatedin the rabbit br me~ns of Micheaelis’ 
me the’d. The results obtained show that P11 c¥ec1・仁川：simmediate! yafter the ope1 at ion 
but tb~t the reduction lies within the normal limit tゎthwhen differential pressure wぉ
employed and not. 
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3. T!te Rαte o.f Sedimentαtion o.f Erythrocytes. 
Although the erythrocyte sedimentation either remains unaltered in the rabbit during 
thoracotomy or tends rather to be retarded, yet twenty four hours after the opeation it 
becomes greatly accelerated, reaching the maximum rate on the third or fourth post-
operative day. It then b巴ginsto come down until it returns to the preoperative value 
in the cour日 oftwo weeks after the operation. This course of events holds hoth for 
free thoracotomy and thoracotomy under differential pressure, but the acceleration that 
occms twenty-four homs after the opera.lion is more pronounced in the latter form of 
thoracotom y than in the former. This fact is 巴xplainablety assuming that greater 
detriments are exerted on the lung tissue and the general system by high pulmonary 
pressure, bringing about more intense changes in the physical, or chemical state of the 
blood either by a transient inflamm且tionor by absorption of cellular detritus. 
4. BloodふrgαI'.
In our series of clinical cases of free thoracotomy, the blood sugar determination by 
s~ifert’s colorimetric method has shown an hyperglycaemia of from I.2 to 2・5time' 
the normal value, or the average of I・7times the normal value. But it must be re-
memembered that this value does not represent the extent of the disturbance of the 
















Table 13. The blood sugar content in fre thoracotomy. 
Diagnosis 
Duration of I Duration of I Blood叫 arI Blood叫 ar
i 口oen I before I durine-
operation I pneu;,;:othoraxl ope叫 on I ope川百n
le…：~－~f mg.% mg.% ヲ.020 601 !00 the oesophagus 
•" 40' 12' 80 
， Iυzo' J、ラI 85 1.)5 
1carcinoma nf ' ,o 25〆 20〆 60 
the cardia I 
Carcinoma of I。40〆 50〆 75 135 I the oesophagus 
Io 55ノ 』？〕,1 75 
Mediastinal 3。001 261 125 300 tumor 
Carcinoma of 1 3° 05' 331 75 200 
30 05' 60〆 JOO 450 
1Pulmonary 
1 uherculosis 1。50’ 16' 125 
1carcinoma of 20 40' 54〆 !00 140 the oesophagus 
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consideration the psychic element in the operation performed under local anaesthesia and 
also the influence on the sugar balance exerted by the administration of乱pproximately
Table 14. The basal metabolism in free thoracolaparotomy 
Left-sided free thorncolaparolomy 
Name 
of the Diagnosis Time tests made 。~ C< l~ R.<J. G U. or 
Decrease （ー ）Patient 
T.E. 平 Foreign body in Preoperative 
0《sophagus 58 days postoperative Eリ7 I・32 o.68 13~5 j +z5;>,; 
Preoperative 2.27 1.45 0.65 1457 -+ 21% 
T.O. 0 Carcino'lla of the 69 days postoperative I・75 1.37 0.78 1131 ー0.5%oernphagus 
92 days postoperative I・70 1.38 0.81 I Eリリ + 7% 
Preoperati、e
H.O. 0 Carcinoma of the 10 days postoperative 
oesophagus 
Zリdayspostoperative 1.69 I・37 0.81 I Iリ1 十13%
一一一一 一一一一一一一一
T.!・ o Elongatio oesophagi Preoperative 240 Iリ＋ 0.80 1693 +41;?,; 
30 days postoperati1・e 1.83 1.44 0.78 1288 +I 1% 
一 一 一 一ー
JUI. o Carcinoma of the Preoperative 1.94 I・＇、、' 0.69 I_)_;(> +21% oesophagus 52 days postoperative 2.18 I 40 0.62 1489 +57% 
¥'.'1! 0 Carcinoma of the Preoperative 2・03 1.59 0.78 142(, -+ 25;-,; 
car《H‘a 28 days postoperative ，ぷ； I I・37
一 一 一 一一一
Y.T. 0 Idiopathic dilatation Preoperative 0.76 1497 + r4？~ 
of the oesophagus d to 3 I ays pos peralt ve 2.24 1.81 0.80 1576 +17% 
Left sided free thoracotomy 












































































































































SS. o I Oesophagitis 
1.24 o.69 I 1277 十25
討K.o Carcinoma of the 13 days postoperative 1.48 + 8 oesophagus I 12 0.74 1070 
22 days postoperative 1.76 1.20 o.68 1209 +z8 
一 一一一
1:. aλ1 . 0 ! c a川川川r代附CtE川
Preoperati vc !.<).) l.3 I o.68 1328 +17 
r 1 days postoperative 1.87 1.44 0.77 1307 十15I oesophagus 
18 days postoperative IιI 1.30 0.80 1336 +r7 
T. ¥'. 0 : ( ＞.・＇＂＇＂＇日 itis l…1・e 2.り（》 1.44 0.70 1420 + 22 











1 cc. adrenalin with the local anaesthetic to each indivi<lual. Furthermore, in the usual 
laparotomy cases hyperglycaemia of from r. 1 to 2・5times the normal or the average 
of r .8times the normal value is found. Such results would indicate that the free 
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thoracotomy is a surgical procedure not greater in its effect on the blood sugar meta-
加!ismthan the laparotomy. (Table 13) This relationship between the sugar metabolism 
and thoracotorny agrees in general with that b巴tweenthoracotomy and hepatic function, 
hydrogen ion concentration，乱nderythrocyte sedimentation test. 
Infl附 icesof Thoracotomy Upon the Basal Metabolism. 
We have estimate<l the basal metabolism of the patients before and after free thora-
cotomy by means of Knipping’s apparatus. The basal metabolic value is lowered for 
乱 certainlength of postoperative period, but the ext巴ntof the reduction ¥¥'Ould naturally 
vary with the magnitude of the operative proc守iure,and for this reason, any stanrlard 
that would be tenable must be determined by a large number of c乱scsof equal surgical 
procedure. However, it may be stated that the basal metabolism returns approximately 
to normal in a cours巴 often days. (Table 14) 
5. 
The Relation between Thoracotomy and the Pleura. Chapter IV. 
'1'11' Po1cer qf Absorption qf the Pleul'a. 
That the absorption by the pleura i:; impaired immediately after thoracotorny has 
been recognized by th巴previousinvest醇lors. ＼＇ピ haveinjected uranin into the rabbit's 
pleural cavity, and estimated its absorption by quantitative determination of the d.re 
excreted in the urine and the aqueous humor. The results of this study have shown 
that 3 days after白e士山oracotomythe absorption升omthe pleural cavity is either 
equal or円uperiorto that of the norm::d and is not different from that after thoracotomy 
1. 




in aqueous humor 
Uranin excreted by 
urine in 3 hours 
Average concentration 






























































































































































































































under differential pressure, but that 7 a,1ys after the operation the absorption in those 
、hichwere operated upon under the normal atmospheric pressure is far superior to 
th乱tunder di仔erentialpressure, and that the presence of仕eeblood in the pleural 
cavity unfavorably in日uencesabsorption. (Table 1 5,16) 























































































































































































































































Pleural absorption. Table 16. 
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The Pli’Ill田rdI11fed・ion・
The fact that the pleura possesses very litle resistance to infection, especially when 
its physiological integrity is disturbed, iswell known. This fact is of consicterable 
importance in the thoracic surgery, and in the surgery of the oesophagus in particular. 
Of se1’enty-three cases of experimental gastro-oesoph且gostomy and oesopha耳0・jejunos-
tomy, infection occurred in twenty-nine, and in nineteen of these there ＂’as empyema 
thoracis which was not caused br perforation. The s告riousnessof pleural infection i1 
operations involving the oesophagus, the stomach and the intestine within the thoracic 
cavity may be imagined from these figures. 
Our experiments on the rabbits have shown that the presence of residunl pneumo-
thorax after thoracotomy favored infection. Thus, when Ire~ thoracotomy 1・江snot 
followed by aspiration of air白om the pleural cavity, an infection occurred 
什equentlythan when the air was asp】rated. It was also noted that thoracotomy 
under differential pressure was folowed by a higher incidence of infection than free 
thoracotomy, even when th巴 residualair was withrlrawn by aspirating needle. 
ratio of the frequency of infection between free thoracotomy without aspiration of air, 
thoracolomy under diferential pressure with ~ spir乱tion of air, and free thoracotorny 
with aspiration of air was 100: 83 : 73・ Presenceof free blood in the pleural cavitr礼nd
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Table 17. Summary of experiments on pleural infection 
(E依ctsof re~idual pneumothorax). 
Free thoracotomy, air .Free thoracotomy Thoracotomy under Series number not aspirated followed by aspiration differential pressure of air 
I 9祷
ro 
II JO 12 
9 
ITI IO 13 12._)3 
12 10 
Total 29 25・33 34.83 
Average per animal 9.66 8.44 l 1.61 
Ratio of average 
83 71 JOO infection per animal 
* The figures indicate an approximate degree of infection, with the least macroscopically 
detectable evidence of infection踊 aunit. 
Table 18. The value of intrathoracic transplantation of the greater omentum with pedicle as 
a measure of preventing infection (summary of experimental studies). 




























































































































































































































:h prophylaxis aヌainst infection 1 c have tried in the lぇbhita drainage from the focus 
in the pleu『乱Icavitr into the abdominal cavity by means of pediculated omental val、E
or a segment of trachea, but failed to olヲtainan anticip乱tedresult. (Table 18) 
3. The P!e11mf I11ww11ity. 
Used as a prophylactic measure ag乱instpleural infection, the bacilus coli or com-
bined streptococcus and staphylococcus koktigen increases phagocytosis in the pleur司l
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Table 19.' Summury of experimental st吋ieson the therapeutic activity (phag＜叫ytos川 of
cooked a吋 uncooked両It日te(antigen) of cultu四 uponpleu叫
infe氾tionby staphylococcus au問 us.
Numbtr ot actual I I Number of eosinophilic phago~y民s and of I let ザtescontainin Va［~Etニ立：~genI （~u1~nt ~ I ：古『~f：~~~~~ I Oぷ守目~~~~~~La
lhe pleural I antigen I neutrophyles I 
cavity I injected INu1巾erof staphy-1 ¥Number of staphy-
lococci pha~ocyto-1 n/ lococci phagocyto-
sed at d number ofl 片 岡dand number of 
町lsphagocytic I I ct!ls phagocytic 
Cooked日ltrate I 3・ I 1n・o I 555.0 
Uncooked抗ltrateI 3・o I 100.0 I 572.0 
Cooked filtrate I 3・1 』 79.0. I 540・5
Bouillon 1 3. 5 , 30・5 I 57oo 
Uncooked日lt帥 ，I 3・0 i 』がけ I s1 r.o 


















cavity either lヴ spcci自cor non-specific action. ＼＇εl】avじ empluyedthis agent in our 
practice routinely. Experimentally we have introduced into the pleur乱lcavitr a culture 
of organisms before or after the intrapleural injection uf koktigen of the identical 
organisms, and tested for intravital phagocytosis, the result showing th礼tprophylactically 
(injection of koktigen prior to infection) the phac>"ocytosis was 1.8 times and thera 
peutically (koktigen injection after infection) 2.6 times the control. 
Table 20. Summary of experimenlal st仙esun prop'..ylacLic acti、ity(rate of phagocylosis) 
of cooked and uncooked品ltrateof culture of staphylococcus aureus 
upon pleural infection by the same organism. 
Number of actual b h t nd f Num訂 ofeosinophiJ;c 
p ago~y es ¥ 0 leucocytes containing 
Large mononuc!ears organisms p ago- . d f t ed fo ch or日ants町1san o (histeocytes) V . f Cy OS rはanety o antigen J且 1』L organisms 
1吋ectedinto the ' ico 門，7,u~ ear , p同 ocyto日dby them 山内 I neulrD山 S I_ 
Nurnber <•f 山phy: J ~uロ加 of 山phy Number of staphy-
lococi phagocyto. 。ノ0/ !<>cocci phagocyto. ノ。／ lococci phagocyto-
!'ed and numbtr of1 >ed and number of sed and number of 
ャlsphagocytic I・-! cels phag叫山 cels phagocytic 
Cooked filtrate 3 3 c. i63・0 549・5 123・0 34・4 ,s.5 
Unc叫 ed日ltrale』』ι I 131.5 556.0! 104.0 25.0 26.0 
一一
Cool日dfiltrate 3・3cc. z41.5 I 547・5 2.)1.0 36.0 10.5 
Bouillon 1330 553.0 124・5 36.0 8.5 
一一 一一一
Uncooked filtrate 117.0 ; 55r.5 95.0 _p.5 22.0 
Bouillon 86.o ! 56』.0' 66.o 。
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Table 21. Immuniχation of the pleura. 
Number of hours I I I , , , , . .
伽仰on f 1 f f 3 f f S f ｜川 I rs
一一一一一一一－v：忠治ネ｝I30.25 "'36%14!.751525%1 20.5 !5010%[ 13.75 lz切
Phagocytosis of ) 
control side f 
Phagocytosis in ) 
normal salt solution r 
Differen田 between、
injected and control~ 
sides J 
24 。




























36o%I 3°・51235%1 1n5 l146%1 23 288矧 lr.51143% 
IOO%f lJ !100% 
15° I I 25
12 1100% 8 1100%1 8 100% 
12 128 7 
Further exp.,riments in which乱 pieceof costal pleural was reseclcd from one lo 
twenty four hours a「terthe intrapleu凶 injectionof the koktigen, an extract of the 
resected pleural fr《；1gmentmade, mixed川tha culture of corresponding organism, and 
phagocylosis examined. The result ¥'as that the pleural extract which was exposed to 
the action of koktigcn for 2+ hours exhibit巴d the most active phagocytosis. {S巴e
Tables 19, 20 and 2 1 ) 
'i. Inf 1ry lo ti.忙 Pleil/'円・
As a methυd of repair uf pleural defect caused hy its injury in an operation upon 
the oesophagus, we have found experimentally that an excellent plastic result may he 
obtained hy transplanting a piece of subcutaneous fat without pedicle, fascb.οr of 
omen tum. 
Chapter V. The Diaphragm in Operations upon the Oesophagus. 
1. ()rmfro( rl the ilf11・c11e1山 rif the /Ji，リi/1・山クIll.
By experiments on the rabbits we have cstaulished the fact that th巴 acti1・cmovements 
of the diaphragm may b巴 stoppedfor a period of one week by sectioning or crushing 
th巴 phrenicn巴lV己， andfor a period υ「fro1none to two hours by blocking it with 
cocarn. 
2. ／~＇｛auli川l rf theρi1ph1・叩川・
The extent to whi山 theoesophageal hiatus may be .pushed above so as to make .the 
lower part of the oesophagus lie in the abdominal 仁川it},in oth巴I words, the extent 
to which the oesophagus may be pulled downwards into the abdominal cavity 川 M
fo11nd by experiments on the rabbits to be up to the mid-point between the pars bifur-
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:J. f，担γ・／.、 of /•,'stulifi.4111tcnt 1！｛ α.／Jircd cfJ/ll/t'llicatfon between the 'lhorru;ir；川i.rl
.lbdo111inrtl C1udies through the Di"p/1η伊n.
Entrance of abdominal viscera into the thoracic c川 itydoes not cause danger to life, 
unless the e¥'iscerated organs become str江ngulated. That, with an extensive cliaphrag-
matic pseudo-hernia and with a Joss of negative pressure in one side of the chest, the 
life may be maintained if the other lung is healthy was experimentally proved. 
Even when the entire width of the diaphragm is left open and there is a 日ide
communication between the thoracic and abdominal cavites, the animal is able to live. 
When the opening-macle in the diaphragm is sma!J, the wound may become healed 
in a short time, the intrathoracic negative pressure become reestablished, the I ung 
expancl, and practically al the animals survi1・e. {Table 22) Even clinicaly， 川 町 re
able to save 2 out of 4 cases in which the suture of the diaphragmatic wound was 
inadequate. 〆， 
Table 22. The efects of artificial diaphagmatic hernia. 
Experimentλ1 ! N u "'Ger--;J可ay邑
, survived after an1ma1s 








4 0 Died a day later 
5 も Died in 2 days 
6 0 D陀din 2 days 
7 0 Iζ，lied 19 days 
8 0 Died in 2 days 
9 平 Died】na day 
IO ♀ Died in 12 .Jays 
II ♀ Vied in a day 



















































































































































































{I Markedly shrunken ; l… 
I lobes parenchymatous, 
I browmsh red; sinks m water 




































Chapter VI. The Relation between the Surgery on the Oesophagus and 
the Vagus Nerve upon the Respiratory Functions. 
Section, ligation, compres,;ion, or traction upon the mg凶 trunk causes irregular it), 
、j，川ingancl deepening of the respiratory mov巴rnents. There also occur an inspiratory 
spasms and prolongation of expiratory phases. Deepening and slowing of the respiatory 






the3e mechanical stimuli are more intense when they 九reapplied on the segment of 
the nerve above the tracheal bifurcation, than the lower segment, but that cocainization 
of the nerve trunk previous t<) the stimulation completely prevents the occurrence of 
the irritative symptoms have been proved by experiments on the rabbits. (Tables z 3,
2-1. Figs. 2-1, 25, 26, 27 & 28) 
科タト道食i撃大
！？！と竺~ ！ ”－ ' , I Left山｜ ｜ 
Mode of :1 • , I I 
＼さmulationl Section I Traction I l i旦atureI T iga 
…刈－凶lγ［」）＿I一一「」'. . ） 
I II:I ,: 
E仔ectsof stimulation of the thoracic vagus upvn respiration. 
Side stimulatld 
、
ミ、 『ヘ， Before 、・.[nuneeiatly after stimulation 














































190 IO 9 
E仔ectsof stiiuulation of the abdominal vagus nerve upon respiration. Table 24. 
三竺：~じL一仁一巳ど~こじ二一仁一
Mod<.: of 
lationi Traction I Section I Ligature I日eclion I Ligature I Traction 
」出｜」斗｜一以 j_J_斗l_J_,_1」斗
I 7 I IO I 15 I II ! I4 I 12 
7 I 12 I Il) I I J I 16 
7 I IO I 15 I II 
7 I 9 i 14 
7 I 8 I 12 
1 I s 








































ll)O IO IO I I 
flt~内·ts of I11J1u・.1 to the I 'aク I{ ，， λ＇eJ'l'I~ ・1川 1.f/1, Cc1rdio.1・ F11r・tio1. 
The mechanical stimuli mentioned above applied to the vagus trunk c:rnザ areduc-
tion of the blood presurc and pulse rate, and these e仔ectsare more marked ¥¥'hen the 
1. 
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Fig. 24. Bilateral section of abdominal vagus. 
山川！円山川·~iw1川叶
Fig. 25. Traction upon the left vagus at the neck. 
川川伊川仙川
Fig. 26. Compre;,i叩 ofright abdominal vagus. (later sectioned) 
f ;-i·＂~＂＂＇.＂＂~.，， "'!llil!!""'＂＇リ！.＇＇＂＂＇···.·t：：＇~＂＇：＇r•1,,,11w1m~~~~，1~~吋γ両
Fig. 27. Bilateral section of vagus immediately below the origin of the 
recurrent laryngeal nerve. 
「州nm叩H酬州~Wl州
（%‘．下：｜ω 仏み仏ム旬ムA；〕 ｜ 
Fig. 28. Compression and section of the vagus after cocainization. 
tiMMJVWJV¥M明川附m川m川山川四川川川州側酬馴州側削剛州側側川
｜ い〈ル1 ・ 屯~阿ム』品川 I 
111~／：ft./:11仰l1f~刊~＇~！；~＇＇.イ·＇.＇.： 1·1·:11￥，~！~~~~1::w1:1:! ・' ·＇·~r~1肝1引刊！側~／~~~~~1~1: 11~t~
｜ t手い：叫－千 i.!.w.（仏＇l ムd...(M.) I 
円刊間吋げ州川
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lower segments of the nerve are stim1』lated. They weai off, however, in a course of 
24 hours in most instances. 
An electroc.udiograph of the above experiments shows that the interval between 
Table 25. Alterations of pulse rnle produced uy injuries to the thoracic vagus. 
；：：：~； 、。~、~ft～ar～~1～ ~，. lm-Animal I子eforemedi叫ー 3' 20’ a~~e’ r 60' 90’ 1201 150’ 180' number tely after after after after after after after 
after 一 一
74 Bilateral Ligation 56 I 56 56 55 53 53 52 
73 ” Sectio・、 48 i 49 50 50 48 46 46 
83 Traction ” 41 43 44 47 41- 45 44 44 43 42 Umlote- Ligation 46 46 79 rat 49 ' 49 49 44 42 
82 ， Traction 52 53 53 ! 53 51 4'1 46 45 44 
84 ， Section s:i I 52 51 49 48 46 47 
/{0 
















U. .. Unilateral ligation 
U.b .. Bilaternl ligation 
D .... Unilateral section 
D.b .. Bilateral section 
110 
Fig. 30. Changes produced 01 the hiocl pressure curve by injuries to the ahdominal vagns. 
70 
,0 
50 3 10 
匂〉、
Eiロ. Minutes 
」c＇ι＜Ci'ー after injury 
30 t ν ~~ /iO ljU' 100 
z ... Unilateral tract10n 
r.h ... Bilateral traction 
U ... Unilateral ligation 
ll.b .. Bilnteral ligation 
D.…Unilateral section 
D.h .. Bilaternl section 
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successive waves is prolonged, but that there is no particular difference procluced by 
stimulation of different segments of the nen・e. (Table 25, Figs. 29, 3ο，31, 32, 33) 
Fig. 31. Kymographic recorcl of alterations of the heart beat 
by compression of the right thoracic vagus. 
Fig. 32. Alteration of the heart Leat caused by traction 
applied to the abdominal vagus. 
L－~－二ヤR ~·－『廿叩~
Fig. 33. Blood pressure after compressiのnof the vaguぉ
after cocaimzation 
Chapter VII. The Relation between the Stomach and the Operations 
upon the Oesophagus. 
1. r;1101li/C1li1・f' F"li11-tli11 ，~（ 111' ~＼＇11/rili州 ＇！f '"' （山、，.；， Jr.r/ 
In operationベuponthe什判中ha三日sthe significance 0「thestomach is almost equal 
in imporlanceい thatof the o’N’pl l九gu,;itself. By the m巴tli"d identical with that 
used in estimating the nutritional conditions of tile oeのpliagus,we have studied the 
l巴］alivenutritional ,;late of di汀erentparts of the stnmacb. ’l'lie lい刈iい Ii九V色 sli01n1 
that the cardiac region and the lesse1 curvature are mo,;t richly supplied 1Yith 江lteiial 
l.Jlorl, being approximately twice the rnlume supplied to the l山dy nf the st om乱ch,
and that there is no江ppr<:ci九lilcdi仔巴renccbetween the anterior and postピlio1 川江ls.
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The blood flowing to the abdominal part of the oesophagus is approximately I・7times 
that supplied to the stomach, and that supplied to the proximal part of the duodenum 
is practically equal to that of the gastric ¥val. (Table 26) 
Table 26. Quantitati‘e studies on the nutrition of the stomach. 
Average value Average value 
obtained by obtained by IG叩 e叫 average
Exp. 1-4 Exj】 57 
Anterior wall of the pyloric region 2.2 2.6 2.4 
Anterior wall of the cardiac region 4・2 4.2 4・2
Anterior ＼＼九Iof the body of stomach 3.1 22 2.7 
Anterior wall of the funclus －一， 4' 3.8 2.9 
Posterior wall 《イ thepyloric region 24 2.8 2.5 
Posterior wall of the cardiacγegion 4.2 6.3 5・I
Posterior wall of the body of stomach 2.1 2.0 2.0 
Posterior wall of the fun<lus 3.1 3・I 3司・、A， 
Anterior、＇al z目4 2.6 2.5 
I’osterior wall <・7 2.6 2.6 
Pyloric regiοn 2.) 2.7 "・5 
Cardiac region 4.2 5.3 4.8 
Body of the stomach 2目6 2 I 24 
Fund us 2.7 3.5 3・I
おtomach 2.5 2.6 2.6 
（）ιsophagus 3・0 4.0 3.5 
’Blood Cirelli叫fりry［）／ぉ:furbrrnceof the Stomach Produced 
bリItsJlobilization. 
Mobilization o「thestomach is a procedure absolut巴lyn巴印判nyfor performance of 
ocsopliago-gastrostom y乱「terresection of the lower part of the oesophagus ancl the cardia. 
Jn order to evaluate the extent of the blood circulatory impairment of the stomach 
caused by its mobilization, a s引 ies"f experiments were conducted. The results have 
Fip-. 34. 
shown that when the two arteries in the or.<! part 
of tbe stomach are ligated, the stomach isolated, 
an anastomosis between the intestine and the part 
of the stomach supplied by the ligated vessels made, 
there i> no appreciable nutritional disturb九nee,and 
the anastomosis heals nicely. If, in addition to these 
proce,Jures, the ci1℃ulation to the stomach from above is cut off by division of the 
oesophagus there is pro laced 九 markedcirculatory impairment of tlw fundus of the 
stomach. (Fig. 34) 
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Chapter Vlll. Role of the Jejunum and Colon in Operations Upon the Oesophagus. 
Our experiences in operations on clinical cases show that the extent to "liich the 
jejunum n山 bernobiliz巴dup川 rdis the level of the mamma, a吋 anattempt at a 
farther mobilization causes a circulatory failure to the moblizerl ,;egment. Th巴 ascend-
ing and the transverse colon may be isolated and mobilized with the middle colic 
artery kept intact, without producing any circulator、disturbance.
By the various experimental studies briefly describerl above, we belic1・e that, the 
many problems connected with tlin1au>lomy, which is essでnti礼lto the ocsl)pha月巴al
surgery, have been solverl, anrl the fcmndation upon which the oesophagus may be 
attacked surgically established. And, it is n<>lc11けrtliythat the <li仔erentexperimental 
日tudie忌performedby diffとrentmen ha1・e uniformly sl1own the supe1iority of free thora-
cotomy over that under diflerential pressure. 
Section I. Clinical Considerations of the Surgery 
of the Oesophagus. 
Chapter I. Diagnostic Methods of the Diseases of the Oes。phagus.
In this chapter, inslearl of discussing individually the usual diagnosiic methodsりf
numerous diseases of the oesophagus, ¥'e shall con白ncourselves to the cυnsideration 
<>f a few dia宮町川1cmetho＜い The number of cases of rliseases of the oe出 ，ph江g-usthat 
came to uur clinic since Iリ25t1)tal 213, these king classified in the accompa11yi11月
table. (Table 2 i・）
Of acute inflammatory di封じases,injuries, s11 a!Jo、川、！ 日》lei宮n bodies, and cirntricial 
stiicturc, whost: causes ar巴 kn•川n, diagnosis is rarely <lilicult. Jn di臼asesof chr《川ic
nature, on the other hand, it is generally not c.1sy tn mak巴乱nearly dia可Ilりおis,and 
by the time the disease is suspected from the patient’s corn pl乱int, the pn凡：css
has usually progressed considerably. Such is the state of affairs frequently met 1’iLh 
in C凡rcinomaof lhe oesophagus. A close scrutiny of the history ,・il show, however, 
that a disturbance in passage of bolus or a 斗＇mptom refered to the stけmach 
ante:i礼t巴d the onset of the presenting symptom, or thal the symptoms due to a lonに
standing or日；micdisease was cnnsiderecl improved by l1ealment directed at presumably 
a functi<>nal ＇》nc. :;:uch a state of a仔airsowes its existence to the fact that九 practice
of systematic disgnostic sturlies is not generally carried ¥1ut. 
The major part of the oesophagus is naturaly not subject to palpation, l.n~ t 乱 presence
of a tumor in the c川Jiacpart may be occasionaly recogniz巴dby乱 deepp九lpation
immediately below th巴 xyphoidprocess as a resistance or a mass <luring deep inspiration. 
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Table 27. Classitication of the。esophagealcases according lo Jiagno>is 
(Series belwecn September 1925 and Feliruary, 1932). 
Functional diseases 
Spasm of the oesophagus 
Atonia of the oesophagus 
Paralysis of deglutition 
































Specific inAa111malion (t山e1culn>i,,syphilis) 。




Tumors at the nharvnx . ~
Carcinoma nf the thoracic parl 
? ， ?
???，
??Carcinoma of Lhe l川、どrparl and the car.I ia 
Miscellaneous 
Oes。phago-brcmchialfistr I 2 
Entrance 《》fbarium meal into the traιhea i 2 
l叶、《




Rontgenology 恒tanrlsal the hcarl of dia日Ill肘tic methods in the diseaseδof the 
oesophagus乱ndshould never be omitted. We havじ foundthat乱nexposure at a high 
pelvic posture i手礼 methocl which shoulcl be aclclecl to the usual upright，位rstand 
second oblique postures. The high pelvic posture is especially effecti¥・e in re、caling
the width, extent, and the lower bounclary of乱 tumor;ancl in the car<liac tumors, it昌
superiority is particularlv emphatic in tli川 th巴 induraliun by the tumor is clearly 
brou符htout. (Fig. 35, 36, 37 & 38.) 
Of great value as 山n adjunct to :-.-r吋 examination of the o sopb明us is the 
pharmaco-dynamic test川九 meansof <li仔erentfr1ting the functional from the org::mic 
disease. 
’l'he pilocarpin test works selective! y upon essentially spastic diseas色 suchas idiopathic 
oeョophagealdilatation by stimulating the vagus nerve，且n<Iby its use the lower part 
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Fig. 35. Pat陀nt,J. F. a宮ed43 years male. Fig. 36. Ti1e same case. 
The lower border of the tumor visualized by The lower borcler of the tumor not visuali出d
high pelvic posture. by upright posture. 
Fig. 37. Rontgenngram of the c回eof carcinoma 
のfthe cardiac portion. Standing posture. 
By this pm lure, l he tumor is not visualizalile, 
al though an i ric~'ltlar out-lineれffilling defect is 
noted. 
The patient, S. 1-(., ma！じ， aged61 year>'. 
Fig. 38. High pelvic exposure. Correponding lo 
the tumor there is a日Jlingdefect around the 
cardia. 
The same ca町田 Fig.37 
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Fig. 39. Combined Pharmacodynamic and 
めntgcno!ogicmethod as a means of differen-
tiation between furclional rnd organic diseases 
of the oesophagus. 
Patient. ¥". T. aged 44, male. 
Fig. 41. Pharmacodynamic Rontgenology, 11 
Papavcrin-adrenalin test. 
Patient. M. ¥'., aged 37, mak. 
Rontgenogram ！日foreinjection. 
Fig. 40. The same case as above. By an 
injection of I c. of 1 % pilocarpin solution, 
the lower limit of the oesophagus is elevated 
and the wa1・cs of spasm have appeared. 
Fig. 42. The same case. 
A hypodermic injection of I c. のf1/1000 
adrenalin solution was given 20 minutes affer 
an l吋ectionof I c. of 5% papaverin hydroch-
loride solution. 20 minutes after adrenalin 
injection, the lower horder of the o剖 ophagus
descend; and expands like pseudopodia of an 
amoeba, its content clearly heing emptied into 
the stomach. 
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。fth巴 oesophagealshadow becomes narro1Yed, its lower end becomes elevated, the 
oesophageal content stagn乱tes,and the spastic waves due to liyperperistalsis make 
their appearance. (Fig・39,40.) 
]h papav巴rin-actrenalintest, the sympathetic nerves ar巴 stimulated. If the spasm 
is previously relieved by aciministration of papaverin, a subsequent adrenalin injection 
is followed in fmm a few to 20 minutes by a downward prolongation of the lower 
end of the oesoph立ge乱lshadow and a rapid expulsion of the oesophageal content into 
the stomach, in a purely functional disease. In an organic dis守as巴， onthe other hand, 
no such changes follow the application of the test. The principles and praじtical 
working of these test口gre巴、l'itlithe facts reyealecl in our pl1ysi<,Jogical studies. (Fig. 
41, 42, Table 28.) 
Table 28. The results “f ph:trmacodyn:trnic test 1’ilh rontgenology. 
Name of Patient 
Nagamura 4l 0 
Yarnakami 34 6 
Sakaguchi 27 6 
¥'oshida 52 6 
’Iり1izawa 44 6 
Sato 26 6 
I三llf!JSQ.W九 q 6 
Yuasa 37 6 
Takemoto 52 6 
Shi r~！、i 31ホ
Diagnosis 八drenalinI Atrn1川test I test 


















The method i口、.Y1ichthe oesophagus 刊 filledl'ith gas is <>l・i 礼1slynot applicable 
l内 thecas円 ofstenosis. 
｝》lけ.Juctionof pne11moperitoneum merely intensi日esthe outline of the sh礼dowand it 
does not yield a finding oth号rthan tli~t obtained by the methods described abo•·e. 
The conditiけn(,f incluration by the tumor江tthe lower pa1 t < .rthe oesυphagus, the 
《礼rdlι，礼nclthe upper part of the slnmach l、cle川 ly brought out by application of 
high pelvic posture, without lhe prescnc、ピ ofpneumoperitoneum. 
2‘ r h·m11l1 •1r10吋・np1ト
lL is needless to say that the endoscopic e':unination of tlie oesophagus i-;of 
p江ramounlimp0rlance in recognizing th昭 【Ii、c立可口、 of the mucos乱 and the foreiμ;n l 的dy
that is not opaque lo x-ra1丸 IL is 司n inrlispensable method especialy in early 
di江氏nn川、 ofC九tcinom江口fthe gnll"?t. 1 L is our custom to oesophagoscope al the 
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cases in ¥l・hich the diagnosis remains undefined by the x-rays, and to date we have 
been able to establish the diagnosis of chronic oesophagitis, oesophageal fistula, 
idiopathic oesophageal dilatation, benign papilloma, the sensory nervous disturbance of 
the gullet, and foreign bodies. 
S. K1J1山ク1・aphたStadyqf Ii!'. 1l101•e111e11ts qf the Oe8ophαタ＇US.
This is a method by which a minute observation of the oesophageal motility may be 
made, and there has been an attempt to utilize it clinically. Although the results of 
our studies fail to confirm the claim made by some writers that carcinoma produces 
乱 char8.cteristiccurve, yet by studying the kymographic record it is possible to deter-
mine the presence or absence of abnormal adhesion. Thus, it is found that whereas 
under normal conditions, the amplitude of the pulse waves in the inspiratory phase 
(corresponding to the stage of dilatation of the oesophagus) is smaller than or equal to 
that in the expiratory phase (the stage of contraction of the oesophagus), in the presence 
Fig. 43. 
U. 0. 0 
Idiopathic dilatation of the oesophagus. 
Positive result. 
H. I三．
Carcinoma of the cardia. 
Negative result. 
? ? ?? ?
＠は
G . ・ー・邑reat
S ......... small 
of adhesion betwe巴1 the oesophageal wall ,md adjacent viscera, it becomes greater on 
the ascending respiratory curve (expiratory phase corr百 pondingto the stage of contrac-
tion of the oesophagus). When the latter fl 1rm appears on th巴 kymographicrecord, 
we consider that there is an abnormal adhesion. This method, therefore, is considered 
as a valuabl巴 accessoryin the study of the oesophagus, although it is not acceptable 
as an independent procedure. (Fig. 43) 
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Section II. The Surgical Operations on the Oesophagus. 
Chapter I. The Methods of Approach. 
1. The CnTicγf Ocsopん日クl斥
The cervical part may be approached by hーパites de札 ribed in the surgical 
textbooks. 
2. The Thorαcie Part of the Oesophag'l.s. 
In approaching the thoracic part of the oe月ophagus,we lは1・eenti『巴I）’ discarded the 
use of di庁己rentialpressure apparatus, since, as we have al1eady stated, our various 
experimental :.tudies have proved that the free thoracotomy is the most k>;.{ical method. 
The operative procedures furthermore are more easily and safely caried out under the 
Table 29. Clasification of methods of approach to the thoracic 
oesophagus that have been employHl in our clinics. 
Free Thoracotr1my I 20 
Free thorncolaparotomy or free laparothoracotomy ! 17 
Free trensdiaphragmatic thoracolaparotomy I 19 
Posterior mediaはinalapproach j 7 
Anterior rnediastinal approach I 2 
Transdiaphragmatic thoracotomy 
Transdiaphragmatic extrapleural approach 
Fxtrapleural-abdominal approach I I 
Total I 68 
Clasification of diseases of the thoracic oesophagus 
operated upon in our clinics. 
Carcinoma of the thoracic part and of the cardiac part 
of the oesophagus 















normal atmospheric pressure. Under ・di仔erentialpressure it is en lire! y impossible to 
carry out surgical manouvers upon the oesophagu、し Thisis the 、ery factor that 
hinder巴dthe progress of this line of su1ger1 
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A series of 68 cases of diseases of the thoracic part of the oesophagus were sub-
jected to仕eethoracotomy, and in none of these cases have we encountered dangers 
directly referrable to the ope凶 ionitself. (Table 29・）
The thoracic oesophagus m且ybe approached, either by opening the mediastinum 
from the front or behind, transpleurally from the lateral thoracic wall, or by collo-
abdominal method. 
The best practical approach, however, is that of opening the mediastinum from 
behind and lateral transpleural route under the normal atmospheric pressure, since by 
these routes乱sufficientoperative field is obtainable. The anterior mediastinal approach 
affords only a narrow space in which to work and the subsequent closure of the 
"ound is unsatisfactorv. 
Although collo-abdominal method or its modification, the method of invagination, is 
applicable also to the cardiac part of the oesophagus, yet by this method, dissection 
of the oesophagus must be done blindly, and for this reason it cannot be commended, 
and there has not been a case reported alive with this technique. 
3. 1'he Lou肘 Pαrtof the υesophαgus，αnd Cαrdiα． 
This segment constitutes a boundary between the thorax and abdomen, and for this 
reason whichever route of approach, thoracic or abdominal, is chosen, the operative 
procedure cannot frequentl｝’ be completed without encroaching upon the o十her,that is 
even if transabdominal route is chosen, the thoracic cavity will likely h九veto be 
entered through the diaphragm during some stage of the operation. Since the pos-
sibility of removal of carcinoma from this region depends primarily upon the conditions 
of the stomach and upon whether it may be mobilized or not, it is best自rstto deter-
mine this point by a preliminary laparatomy. For such purely intrathoracic operation 
as oesopbagoplasty (with isolation of the oesophagus at the hiatus), on the other hand, 
the thoracotomy should be done 行omthe start. 
An approach to this part may be accomplished through the abdominal cavity, the 
thoracic cavity, or 旬、1・ayof the transabdominal-extrapleural route. 
In the usual transabdominal technique, it has been the universal attitude of surgeous 
to fear and methodically avoid an injury to the pleura, the invariable result being the 
restricted operative fielcl. It is our principle not to worry about pleural injury. 
[ trans乱bdominaltecbni仁1ue,in whicl】 th巴 thoraciccavity is frequently entered whenever
it becomes necessary, must be consiclered in reality as a semithoracotomy. It is 
practically an abclominal substitute for free thoracotomy. A skin incision, is made as 
sLown in the figure 44, about 3 cm. of 7th, 8th, and 9th ribs or their cartilages on the 
left side are resectcd, the 9th intercostal space is incised for a length of 5 cm., the 
costostemal border of the seventh rib divided, and thus the left costal arch is destroyed, 
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Fig. 44. Semithoracotomic laparotomy 
(Trnn伺M。min九I問 mitl、，γnc，、t，、n
~ 
Fig. 46. Transabdominal semithoracotomy. 
、品 、
I 






Fig. 45. Semithoracotomic laparotomy. 
Fig. 47. Transabdominal semithoracotomy. 
、ー、、
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The costal flap is then retracted upward. If the pleura is injured during this manouver, 
no attention is paid to it. The triangular ligament is then cut o汀， theleft lobe of the 
liver is made free and retracted toward right, the peritoneum covering the oesophageal 
hiatus is cut through circularly, the oesophagus exposed，乱ndthe conditions of this 
segment of the gullet江reinspectecl. B1' thi-; method, we have been able to expose about 
10 cm. of the lower part of the oesophagus in most of our cas~s. This is quite an 
aclvantage over the usual technique in which, the op巴rationssuch as extirpation of tumor 
can be p巴rfurmedonly on about 5 cm. of the oesophagus. (Fig. 44, 45, 46 & 47.) 
A graphic demonstration of extirpation of carcinoma of the carclia by this technique 
was presented by cinematograph at j旦panSurgical Society on April 3, 1932. 
Depending upon the condition日ofthe tumor and the presence of adhesions, h川 c1・e1,
this form of operation m江ybe insuflicient and it may become necessary to open the 
thorax. Th巴simplestway to accomplish this woulcl be巴ithertu incis三 thediaphra~rn 
合omthe abdomin耳lsicle and enter the thoracic cavity or to cl巴tachthe diaphragm, 
approach the thorax巴xtr江pleurallyand enter the thoracic cavity. ¥Ve have tried this 
last method on two case吋， andfuund it incon、じnientfor procedu1でsupon the oesopha-
gu-;. The usual extr乱pleuraトtrans九bJorninalmethod was tried once in our hands, and 
il appears to us lo inv1山etoo great a surgical intervention for the purpose. The la~t 
method bad been divided into two stages，乱nclwe h川巴 alsoappli巴dit on l wo cases, 
but after the preliminary operation, the patient was so exb乱ustedthat fatality occurred 
before the fin礼loperation could be clo・1c in I時thc乱ses.ι1》『1sidering the ease of 





technical proceclure ancl the 
clegr e巴 ofsurgical interference, 
we believe that in those cases 
。fdiseases of the lo1・er porli＜汁l
of the oesophagus ancl carclfa 
which require thoracotomy, fr巴e
t1 ansclia phragmatic thoracol礼pa-
rotom ¥'is the rnethocl of choice. 
For somewh司tmo1e complic乱ted
cases, free thoracolaparotom r or 
laparothoracotom y is the most 
acceptable technic in our opinion. 
These methods have b巴eninsis-
ted upon by us for several y巴ars.
The transdiapbraξmatic-t boraco-
laparotomy consists of entering 
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the thoracic cavity by a lateral thoracic incision and incision of the diaphragm from 
the thoracic side. The later consists of incision of the diaphragm after dividing the 
costal arch, and intercostal incision on the lateral thoracic wal, folowed by laparotorny 
and is performed as described below. 
Free transdiaphragmatic thoraco・laparotomy.(Fig・48.)
A hook-formed incision is made on the thoracic wall, starting at the junction of the 
anterior axillary line and the seventh rib, passing the level of the tenth rib on the 
posterior axillary line, and terminating on the parave』tebralline at the level of the 
sixth rih. The skin-muscle flap is turned upward, and the thorax is entered in the seventh 
intercostal space after resecting segments乱bout I 5 cm. long of the seventh and eighth 
ribs. Upon entering the thoracic cavity, the phrenic nerve is identified and either 
crushed or sectioned. When the diaphragm becomes quiescent by this ma『10uver,the 
mediastinal pleur乱お incisedalong and in front of the aorta for a length of approximately 
6 cm., and the oesophagus is exposed to view. The lower, exposed portion of the 
oesophagus is isolated from the surroundings, and after carefuly reviewing its anatomical 
conditions, the incision of the mecliastinal pleura is extended downward. The oeso-
phageal hiatus is next incised, the membranous part of the diaphragm is then incised 
obliquely towa1・dthe left, and thus the thoracic and abdominal cavities且remade to 
communicate with each other directly, and the lower part of the oesophagus and 
the cardia are brought into a single operative伍eld.
After having caried out the operative procedures required by the nature of the 
case, the diaphragm is sutured to the oesophagus as仏rabove the part which was 
involved in the oper乱tion日spossible, so that this part of the oesophagus would lie 
1ithin the abdominal cavity. The mediastinal pleura is then sntured, the costal pleura 
is also sutured, the muscular flap is replaced and sutured. An aspirating needle is 
now introciuced and the air remaining in the pleural cavity is withdrawn, 乱打terwhich 
the skin incision is closed. 
Free Thoraco・laparotomy（仕eelaparo・thorocotomy).
Lapa1 on 
the latter (free thoroco-laparotomy ). ¥'hi ch should be the beginning part of the 
operation depends entirely upon the necessity of each case. (Fig・49.)
In case the laparotomy is to be clone first, either a miciline or left par九rectalincision 
is made from the seventh costal cartilage to somewhat above the navel ; the peritoneal 
cavity is opened and the conditions of the viscera ex乱mined; and then the skin in-
cision is extended upw乱ld 司ndlaterally alo1】gthe chest wal so that it forms an arc 
with the left eighth rib as its chorci, the posterior superior limit of the incision 
corresponciin~ to the height of the i1たriorangle of the left scapula. Then segments 
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approximately 1.5 cm. longの「
the seventh and eighth ribs are 
resectect. (At times only the 8th 
rib i; resected, and occasionally 
no rib resection is neccssary). 
Fig. 49. Free thoracolaparotomy (left side) 
The pleura is incised i1】 the
seventh intercostal space, and 
the intrathoracic conditions are 
reviewed. Next the costal arch 
in the se1'enth inlercost乱lspace 
is cut through. The diaphragm 
is nOl' divided from this point 
to the oesophageal biatus, thus 
converting the abdominal and 
thoracic cavities into a single 
field of operation. 
After the necessary operative 
Fig. 49 b 
• 
a 
rnrnouvers are performed, the thorax is clo；出laョpre,,iously described, using silk 
thread for suturing th巳 dividedcostal arch. In case the thorax is opened first, the 
steps in the oper礼tionare merely reverse of the above description. 
With a midline abdominal incision, the starting point should be the upper third of th巴
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linea alba be•w行en the x1'phoid process and navel, and an additional skin incisi•)n i,.; 
made in the seventh intercostal space, as in Kirschne』、 Angelhake口schnilL倹
Chapter I. Resection and Suture of the Oesophagus. 
1. 1'’＇／1e 8ut 1r. 1'c!.叫1,it'. An },'"'l lo End A 1r1sfo11osiぉ
That, in the repair of both the stump after resection and incisional wound of the 
oesophagus, suturing of th巴individu礼ll乱ye1・Sseparately is superior to the whole thickness 
suturL¥ 1-a月unifrmnlyclemonstrat巴《lby experimenlal work done ind巴pendentlyby three 
di仔erent1・川 k町、 Oka、巴xperirnents, for instance, ha、esbmrn that 1・hile 9 out （イ 15
animals in which the la; er wture was done healed completely, there were only z out 
Cif IO ca世ョ i1which he乱lingtu()k place after the whole thickness suture. 
The technique of layer suture was empl•りed h_r us not only i日 closingthe ga刈ric
st.ump in resection of the stomach, but in gastroenterostomy also, and was found to be 
f乱rsuperior to the whole thickness suture，日nd inιlealing with the oesophagus the 
superi川 itywas found especially well-marked. 
The fa仁［けrsthat distinguish th.: suture of the 什es•1phagus from the gastro-intestinal 
tract are 1) the oesophagus 巴江、i)'SU仔ersfrom 仁ir仁ulatoryclisturbanι.：， z) the oesopha-
guち does1wl possess serora, and 3) tension is borne by the九nat＜》mnsis. Unless these 
kいlち arekept in n巾 d,success cannot be expected, J udgi時 fromthis standpoint, 
the parls in l'hich an encl-tr1-encl anatomosis is feasible are the cervical, the upper 
tl1<げ江じic,and those region,; which lie outside of the regions of least resistance. And 
according to the results of our experiments on the dog, the maximum extent of l百 ec司
Lion compatible 1rilb healing of anastC> Ill • 附ド is limited to 4 cm. in the upper thoracic 
part. 
,:.! 'l'lir. (kmpl1uクf)ーク（／，／・οJοmy.
In 乱nastc》mosing the oesoph乱gusto the slomach or inte月tine, the lhre~ J:1cto1古
mentioned above m日日1be kept in mind. And, since the fondus of the引けmach is 
liable to circulat＜川、 imp江irmentwhen the oesophag山 isdivided, as the experimentメ
described previously show, it should lie resectecl; and in order to avoid tension at the 
乱nastomosis,th巴gastricstump closer to the greater curvature is chosen for an礼油 川 1(肘i-;,
this practice being considered to be th巴 reasonfor our succes. 
The varicius technical methods of lhe oesophago-g立slrostomythat are fonnd in the 
literature, such 九万 three lay巴rand t1《〉 layer suture, and anastomosis lり means of 
勢 Whenthis tehhnic " employed on lhe right side, it wil become a method by which the 
upper surface of the right lobe of the liver is cxp<≫ccl. 
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Murphy botton, have been repeated by us, and al of them found inadequate. 
Although the methods devised hy Witzel, Kader, and Sauerbruch (Enstiilpungsresek-
tion) are superior to these in regard to healing, yet they require a considerable space 
in which to work, the actual procedure is difficult of performance and the post-
operative stenosis is unavoidabl巳. Of th巴 three, Kader's method poss巴ssesleast of 
these evils. (Table 30.) 
At a白rstglance, Sauerb1・uch’smethod of Einsti.ilpungsresektion app巴arsto be an 
excellent technic in resp巴ctto healin広ofthe anastomosis, but in reality it is not. It 
is extremely uncertain of resection which is the prime object of the operation. 
Necrosis of the segment lying between two lines of compression or crushing M’ould 
not be absolutelv certain to follow even if the viscus involved were thin-walled like the 
intestine, if mesentery were intact. With the stomach, and even more so with the 
oesophagus, a sufficiently forceful compression will cause a performation with the 
resultant contamination, and with a compression not enough forceful wil not bring 
about a desired circulatory rlisturbance. According to the results of our experimental 
work, the actual cutting is th巴 only dependable method of resection. Curiously, 
Sauerbruch’s method is not reliable even in regard to asepsis which is supposedly one 
of its chief chracteristics. Repeated experimental studies have shown that the operation 
by this rnethorl is仕equentlyfollowed by infection. Again, in those cases in ¥rhich 
this method is applicable, a I田esectionfollowed by an end-to-end anastomosis can be 
easily and乱septicallyperformed, making Sauerbruch's technique absolutely unnecessary. 
The most dependable method of anastomosis was found, as it is shown on table 31 
of our expきlimental series, to be that in which the layer suture is applied and the site 
nf anastomosis is methodically covered by the great omentum. In this method, the 
site of anastomosis is practically enclosed by an artificial omental hernia, which 
cu1l¥"erts this part of the thorax into an extension of the abdominal cavity, and an 
attempt is thus made to prevent pleural and mediastinal infection，日swell as adhesion 
to the left lung and the pericardium. Experimentally the method was proved to be 
an ideal one, and clinicalh its applicatiυn、yasfollowed by巴xcellentresults. In our 
series of I 9 clinical cases, in which this technic was ernpl。）’巴clin performance of 
oesopb:tgo-gaslrostomy, in 5 of which the operation 1rns done in the thoracic t、avily,
a cure川 sobtained in 9 cases. (T且bl巴 32.)
8. 1'he Oesophαgo~jeJ1inostomy・
Jn spite of the fact that the results of our experimental oesophago-jejunoslomy in 
the tho:・acic c:n-ity were bad, we w巴reable lo cure two patients in whom the opera-
tion w乱Sperformed. (T司ble33・） ¥¥"bere the jejunum is to be utilized for anastomosis, 
we prefe1・ to apply an end-to-side technic as far as possible, but if tension is unavoid-
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Table 30. Smmary of experiments 
Experi- Dog Body Technic of anastomosis Result Condition of the ment number 
Sex weight and suture anastomosis 
number 
I 6 0 15 
oesof剖hagogastrostomy; died in 4 days Perforate(] 
3 yer suture 
2 7 色 8 ， " " 6 ， 
3 8 ♀ 8 ” " 7 " 
， 
4 9 色 7 ” " " 23 ” Completely healed 
5 62 色 4 ， " 3 " Perforated 
6 IO 0 IO Oesof~~~ogastrostomy ; 2 suture Perforated 
7 II 色 5 ” 
, on table Not perforated 
8 12 0 8 ， ｜” in 2 days Not perforat' d 
9 I_) 0 17 ， ！”on table 
IO 14 0 IO ” ！”in 78 days I Completely healed ． 
II 15 0 IO ， 
1 ” ＂ 4 ＇’ Perforated 
Thchnic similar to 12 16 0 6 Witzel’S gastrostomy ! , " 20 け I Complet川 ealed
13 18 0 7 ， ！ ” 5 " 
Almost completely 
healed 
14 19 中 5 ， I Not perforated 
15 20 色 18 " i , , 5 " I Some sti but not perforated 
16 21 0 7 
Anastomosis with Murphy's 
button; Lemhert's suture ＂” 5 " Perforated 
17 22 0 6 ， , on lhe night after operation Not perforated 
18 23 色 6 ， , in 3 days Perforated 
r9 I 24 6 6 " , on table 一 一 Einぉtilpungsresektion20 29 し々 8 , in 3 days Not perforatu1 (intragastric invagination) 
21 32 も 16 ” " " 4 " 
Almost completely 
healed 
22 36 ♀ I I ” ， 
23 37 ♀ 15 ， " " 2 " Not pεrforated 
24 74 0 5 
Oesophag<J-oesophagostu-
" " 3 , Perf<>rated my; 3 layer suture 
25 75 色 6 
Oe,ophago-oesophagosto-
” ”I I F官 Completely healed my; 2 layer suture 
26 76 平 16 ， " , 29 , ” 
27 77 中 16 ” ” 3 " Perforated 
Oesophago-gastro gastrost- 一ー28 58 ♀ 6 ’F ’F ，、') , Not perforated omy 
29 61 ♀ 5 ， " , 2 " ” 
30 63 中 10 ， 円 ” 3 , Perforated 
_l 64 ？ち 8 ” F’＂ .司1’B ” Perfo ated 
32 60 0 16 
Technic similar to Kad町、
gastrostomy , " 2 " Nol perforated 
33 80 0 4 ” , 4 " 
Almost completely 
healed 
34 81 0 4 " ”’＇ 2 , Not perforated 
35 86 色 6 ， " " 19 " Completely healed 
on oesophago-gastrostomy. 
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Cause of death Ex tent of resection 
I i'<>Sl<>pe『at.Ivev 1川川tin~ ＇一一 一一－ Stenos1s at I i臼3《，kcd'
! milk I rice ! autopsy 
一一一一一一一 ー I f.<；~
「 Istenosお
Lowest 5 cm. of oesophagus + 
upper 1/5 of stomach 
Lowest 6 cm.。foesophagus + 
upper 1/4 of stomach 
Lowest 8 cm. of oesophagus + 
upper的 ofstomach 
Lowest 6 cm. of oesophagus + 
upp町 1/4of stomach 
Lowest 6 cm. of oesophagus + 
upper 1/5 of stomach 
Lowest 5 cm. of oesophagus + 
upp町 1/3of stomach 
Lowest 2 cm.。foesophagus + 
upper 1,'4 of stomach 
Lowest 3 cm. of oesophagus + 
upper 1/5 of stomach 
Lowest 6 cm. of oesophagus十
” I upp町 1/3of stomach 
Empyema th町 acisdue to !From 5 cm. to x.5 cm, above 
perforation I cardia 
False diaphragmatic hernia, jFrom ~ cm. to I cm. above 
acute dilatation of stomach I card1a 
!From ~ cm. to z・5cm, above Emaciat10n I _ ~ 
I cara1a 
!From 5 cm. to 2・5cm. above Mediastinitis due to perforation I cardia 
Empyema thoracis due to 
perforation 
Emaciation 
Empyema thoracis due to 
perforation 
Empyema thoracis due to 
perforation 
Accidental ligation of vagus? 
Not determined 
Accidental ligation of vagus? 
Emaciation 






匝~in両面否刀両a瓦五百ue to I perforation 
Not determined 
Empyema thoracis due to 
perforatioロ
Acute atonia of stomach 
Not determined 
Empyema thoracis 
(owest 6 cm. of oesophagus+ 
part below cardia 
Lowest 8 cm. of oesophagus+ 
a part btlow cardia 
Lo，、est3 cm. of oesophagus + 
upper half ol stomach 
Lo" est 10 cm. of oesophagus + 
upper half of stomach 
I.ow白 t5 cm. of oesophagus + 
cardiac part 
しowest8 cm.。toesopha邑us+ 
upper ha f of stomach 
Lo机est8 cm. of oesophagus + 
upper 3 cm. of sto叩 ach
Lowest 6 cm. of oesophagus + 
upper 1/4 of stomach 
Lowest 5 cm. of oesophagus + 
upper 1/3 of stomach 
Lowest 5 cm. of oesophagus十
upper山 ofs句m叫 h
Lowest 8 cm.。foesopha思JS+
upper 1/3 of stomach 
Lowest 5 c四 .of oesophagus + 
upper I/ 5of stomach 
Lo" est 6 cm. of oesophagus十
upper 1/5 of 湘 mach
Empyema thoracis 
Peritonitis 
Intraabdominal hemorrhage + 












































uprer 1/4 of stomach 
Lowest 6 cm. of oesophagus + 
upper 1/5 of stomach 
Lowest 5 cm. of oesophagus + 
upper 1/5 of stom刈1
＋ 
Not determined 
＋ No marked stenos is 
Not determined ， 










Not determined Marked stcnosis 
＋ No marked stenosis 
Not determined 






Not d主rminedト ｜臨永ked ~tenosi 
+ !No marked 
I I stenus1s 
Not determ'ined¥ + I 
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2 layer sture + displacement of the1 
8 I site of anastomosis into aLdomin~］ILow削 4cm. of oesoph郁 s+
u叫 Iupper山 of・stomach 
I , 4 cm. of oesophagus + 
” l upper 1/3 of stomach 
Lowest 5 cm. of oesophagus + 
upper 1/3 of stomach 
ー，Lowest6 cm. of oesophagus + 
3 layer叫 u町＋'aisplacem 
5 ｜山 ofanastomosis into a凶 minallいW剖 4cm. of oe回P同出＋
I cavity I upper 1/5 of stomach 
I I I 13 layer凶 lure(anastomosis between I 
























Sex I Body 
weight 






6 12 layer叫 u陀 co附 el、‘・i
h。d I upper 1/5‘’f slomacl 1 
6 
18 7.. " 
12 
Lowest 7 cm. of oesophagus + 
”｜叩per1/4 of stomach 
3 layer suture covered withυmental!Lowest 4 cm. of oesophagus + 
hood I upper 1/4 of stomach 
Anastomosis with Musphy's hutton !Lowest 6 cm. of oesophagus + 
covtred with omental hood I upper 1/4 of stomach 
2 layer叩 turecovered with omcntaljLowest 6 cm. of oesophagus十









14 57 ♀ 8 
15 69 色 6 
From immediately above cardia 
to upper r/5 of stomach 
16 73 民 6 2 " 
From immediately above card1a 









3 layer suture + false d同phragmat叶Lowest5 cm. of oesophagus + 
hernia I叩per1/5 of stomach 
Lowest 6 cm. of oesophagus + 
upper 1/5 of stomach 
Lowest 5 cm. of oesophagus + 




able by this teehnic, we consider it to be far safer to rely on anastomosis in Y. Our 
experience indicates that when an end-to-side anastomosis has been performed under 
tension, the oesophagus is kept constantly under strain, and the vagus nen・e is pnlled 
upon with th巴 resultthat the blood pressure drops and a poor result follows. （’fable 
33, 34) 
Of a series of 20 cases of total gastrectomy, we have performed an e・nd-to・sid巴
Jn order to determine the extent of res巴ctionrequired in ca rc in om~ of tlic oesophagus anct lh<! 
cardia, we hal'e made a series of postmortem examinations and found that the i1品ltrationby 
[Gmor cells εxtended usually from I to 2 cm. beyond the 1nmor mas, rarely as far as 3 cm. 
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6 5 7  
む n procedures supplementary lo o 目。 I》 ha go gasl rostomy.
Conditions of  
Posto per ati ve vo miti n g  
Stenos is  
anastomosis 
C ause of d ea l  h  
cook e d  
at  autopsy 
at autopsy 
m i l k  
n e e  
Died <  • n  3 d  d a y  
Suture imperfect 
R u p t u red  anastomosis? N o t  clear 
’， , 50Lh , 
C o mplete healing 
E m aciat ion 
4th "  
A l m ost complete 
E m p y em 乱 lhoracis sinislra 
＂” 
healin g  
I  35 th 
C υ m p l ete h e ali n g  
E m a c i a t i • < n  















2 d  "  
N o t  p erforated 
N o t  determine d  




E m p y e m a  thoracis sinistra 
， ，  
4lh "  
Perforated 
Peri to：白 it is d u e  to perfo1 a、
t w n  
’＇ "  
2 • 1  "  
N o t  perforated 
N o t  dete rmined 
N o t  clear 
” ＂  
9 th "  
Perforated 
E m p y e m a  thoracis sinistra 
"  "  63d  "  
E m acia tiυ n  
E m a c i ation 
士
、




4th "  
P肝 foraI  ed 
E m py e m a  d u e  tu perfora -
"  "  
ti o n  
"  . .  ヴ － － ヲ・ 門川 ‘  '
C川 n p lete healing 
Locali ze d  e m p y e m a  tho1acis 
＋  
sini st ra 
＂” 
4 t h  "  
N o t  p erforated 
Bilateral em py e m a  
I  ,  ,  21st ,
C o mplete healing E m a c i ation 
士
E m pyem a  thoracis d u e  to  
5th "  
Perforated 
p erfo ra t10n 
o es o p h a g o司 jej u n o s to m y in 14, s a v in g  9  ca ses, a n  en<l-to- en d  o e s o p h a g o -jej u n o s to m y  in 
2, sa ving  r, an<l o e s o p h ag o - d u o d e n osto m y  in 4  c a s es,  savi n g  2. 
』 . Fi.r  
th白「 Je〆 op／／（｛＇. ツcrtf S t u m p  Clo〆ぜ ed .
R e s ec tio n  o f  t h e  o e s o p h a g u s  b y  fi x in g  it to  t h e  c h est  w al, a n d  leavi n g  th e  o e s o p h a-
g e al st u m p  close d  is far f r o m  b e i n g  a  d es ira b le  p r oc edure, b u t  it is s om e ti m es the 
o n l y  m e t h o d  th at c an  b巴 u se d for th e  t i m e  b 己 in g , w h e n  th e  g e n e r a l  c on d itio n o  o f  th e  
patients a r巴 precarious. W h e n  the o e s o p h a g e a l  s t u m p  is left c l o s e d  in th e  d o g ,  t h e  
6 5 8  
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T a b l e  32. l、he s u m m a r y  of lhc clinical series of oesopho-gastrostomy. 
Semithoracotomic a b d o m i n a l  m e t h o d  
Extent of resection 
Patient Technic of operation 
cm. above 
c m .  along 






End-to-side anastomosis of oeso-
T . O .  0  




C o m p l e t e  
jejunostomy 
cure 
K .  0. 0  




D i e d  f r o m  
peritonitis 











C o m p l e t e  
cure 




2 0  
I O  
”  















I O  
4  
， 
K . T . ♀  
， 
4  
I I  
6  ， 
M .  o. Q  
， 
2  
2 0  
8  







D i e d  from 
p n e u m o m a  
Y . K .  0  
”  
3  
2 2  
7  








C u r e d  
N . S .  0  
， 
2  
I O  
D i e d  from 
4  
p n e u m o m a  
Free thoraco-laparotomy 
D i e d  f r o m  
5  
peritonitis 
Iく. T. o  
End-to-side anastomosis of oeso噌
phagus to anterior wall of s t o m a c h  
7  
I O  




D i e d  from 
H e a r t  failure 
8  
5  
D i e d  from 
p n e u m o t h o r a x  
Ch. Y. 0  
End-to-end anastomosis 
8  
D i e d  from 
c~：；;i::a 
cure 





h e a l i n g  o f  the s t u m p  is possible, b u t  the ultimate p r o g n o s i s  o f  the a n i m a l  is 加 b a d
that it c a n  n e v e r  b e  r e g a r d e d  as a  desirable m 巴 thod, a n d  y e t  it is n o t  absolutely to b e  
disc;irdecl. 
A  case o f  c a r c i n o m a の f the thoracic o e s o p h a g u s  o n  w h i c h  u 巴 h a v e p e r f o r m e d  
fixation o f  the o巴 s o p h a g u s to t h e  thoracic wall, a p p e a r e d  at 自 rst to b e  o n  w a y  to 
recovery, b u t  d i e d  f r o m  a n  in 日 a m m a t i o n w h i c h  started at the fixed e n d  of the 
o e s o p h a g u s .  (Fig. 50.) ,  
Table 33. Summary of experimculs on oesopho.gぃ＇jqunostc,my.
！？［吋ItsDog I T凶 hnicof anastomosis and 」一一一一一一一一一number I of suture い， IAnasto‘｜ υ＼nimals I 1 1 1 mos1s 
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Table 34. Total gastrectomy. 
p to I ~0u~~~~. I I he vear I Total 
IQ~O I _ ' I 
日 I1931 I 
Number of cases operated on 8 I 12 i 20 
Cured 4 8 I 12 
Result 
Died 4 
I Middl betwe~n X) 
M副dlineinci剖onI Rib悶 ection I z I Io I 12 
日1pplementedby I I I 一一 ｜ 
a transverse or I l一一一一卜一一寸一一一－117 Skin inc；州，II
ザ~~~~~A~即時ryI No rib resection I 3 I 2 I 5 
JDCISIOil I 1 I I 
’！＇he skin incision extended over to the chest I I i 
I I I I i 2 wall and t horacotomy was added. I ' I ' 
I End-to side anastomosis with「一一一「一一一｜一一一つ一一一
Oesop同仲no-I Braun's jejun吋 JUnostomyL二一｜二LにとI16 
stomy I n I I I I I Roux’s anastomosis I 2 .I o I 2 I Anastomosis 
Oesophagoduodenostomy 4 。 4 





Fig. 50 c 
Fig. 50 ，，ρ，！”.......！...＿＿！＿｝ 今， , .曹＂ , ＂・＂ l• )l 
a. S. K., aged 57 years, on whom radical 
resection was performed for carci－抑I＂ι
mana of the lower part of the oe-
sophagus, and a communication out-
side of the body was established. JCIJc 
Preoperative ronlgenogram. 
γ 
b. Postoperative photograph of the ,1，巾， 
patient. 
c. Postoperative temperature chart. 
＂ン＇' 
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Table 35. The summary of the clinical series of oesophago-jejunostomy. 
Patients Age Sex Location of tumor Result 
Yoneda 48() Lesser curvature of stomach and cardia complete cure 
Yoshioka 45 0 ， ， 
Ohata 60() Cardiac part died 
Yoshida 42 0 
Lesser curvature of stomach involving 
the cardia " 
Yasuno 21平 Both curvatures of stomach complete cure 
Matsu 61() Lesser curvature and pylorus ” 
Yanagi 52 0 ， died 
Matsuoka 47平
Lesser curvature of stomach involving complete cure cardia 
Yamal叫 wa 57 0 ， ， 
Sugimoto 34♀ Lesser curvature and pylorus died 
Sa en 51 0 
Lesser curvature of stomach involving complete cure 
cardia 
Saita 540 ， ， 
Oe 40() ， died 
Sakuma 49 0 ， ， 
Shimakawa 52 c3 ， complete cure 
Ohta 38 0 Pylorus involving lesser curvature ， 
Total 16 
completely cured IO 
d.ed 6 
Oesophagoduodcnostomy 4 
completely cured 2 
died 2 
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Since our studies on th巴nut出onof the oesophagus l凶 shownthat the n吋orpart 
of the blood supply to the entire gullet is derived f川m the oe.;ophageal branches of 
the bm日chialarteries, an operation for a tum＜川 at the tracheal bifurcation, which 
requires lig-ation of this artery, will n乱turallynee何日itatea resection C•「 the grealer part 
of the thoracic oesophagus. The penetratioη method has been tlic sole means of 
accomplishing this, but in our experience, the melt』odhas a very serious defect of 
difficulty of closure of the仁hestcavity after the operation. 
In our technic of two－討tageoperation, an external cen-ical oesophagostomy and 
gastrostonり。川eperformed in the白rststage, and when the nutritional condition of the 
patient h筋肉corved and the wounds healed, the thorax is opened, the tumor 
removed, the distal stump of the oesophagus is invaginated into the region of the 
cardia. In this way, the thoracic cavity may be closed air-tight and the safety of the 
procedure is asured. In our smgle case, it was possible to accomplish the 1esection 
and closure of the chest compl巴tely,but owing !o dense adhesions that existed between 
the tumor and the ri;rht vagus nerve, the latter was considerably traumatized and torn, 
which caused lowering of the blood pressure and pulse rate, resL』ltingin dealh 6 days 
after the operation. (Fig・5I, 52.) 
Fig. 51. Resection • ,flhe oesophagus 








Fig. 52. Resection of the oesophagus 
by two stage penetration method. (2) 
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Chapter II. Incision and Suture of the Oesophagus. 
1. Incisio孔 ofthe Oesophag’us. 
When occ九sionsrise that necessitate an incision of a normal oesophagus, it should 
be made longitudinally and as short as possible, and its repair should be made by 
layer sutures transversely to the incision. In this way, healing is facilitated and 
stenosis prevented, as our experiments on the dogs have demonstrated. (Table 36.) 
2. Side-to-side Oesophαgo-gαstrostomy. 
The magnitude of surgical procedure and danger involved in a side-to-side gastro-
oesophagostomy are equal to those attending the resection of the cardia, and are in 
this sense incomparable to gastro・enterostomy,and the operation is practicable only in 
the lower segments of the oesophagus. It is performed limitedly on cases of idio-
pathic oesophageal dilatation and deep-seated diverticula. 羽Tehave performed this 
operation on cases of carcinoma of the pancreas involving the cardia and of elongatio 
oesophagi presenting a disturbance of passage through the cardia. Th巴 results
were invariably bad. The operation on a case of carcinoma of the pancreas (incluciing 
the c且rdia)which was performed 3 years江1υwasfollowed by death on the tenth 
postoperative day on account of incomplete healing of the anastomosis. Encircling 
the anastomosis "ilh the great omentum had not been practiced at that time. 
3. The Oesophαgo-cαrdioplasty. 
This operation is performed on the cases of idiopathic oesophageal dilatation. Our 
technic consists of completely liberating the cardiac portion of the oesophagus at the 
hiatus, under free thorncotomy, then making a longitudinal incision of the cardi乱C
portion extramucosally by Gottstein’s t巴chnic,and final-y suturing the incision trans-
versely by the lay巴I technic. The closure of the diaphragmatic and thoracic ¥1・ounds 
without suturing the oesophagus to the oesoph乱gealhiatus completes the operation. 
(See Fig. 48.) 
The number of cases upon which we have operated by this method totals six with 
complete cure in al. (Table 37・）
4. The 11/d!wrl qf CCosi叩 theοcsophα戸αl8t111p. 
In clealing with an oesophageal slump within the mediastinnm, which p川市川cslitl巴
r巴sistanceto infectious microorganisms, or the thoracic cavity, it is highly essential to 
accomplish the suture absolutely aseptically. If the suture is introduced from outside 
of the delicate musculature as in ordinary intestinal suture, the .procedure is frequently 
not aseptic. For this reason, w巴ki1・巴 madeit our practice to incise circularly through 
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Table 36. Summary of experiments on 
Series I II ． 
Incision on the oesophagus Longitudinal 5-5・5cm. Longitudinal 2-2.5 Ctn 
Direction of叫 lure Longitudinal Transverse 
Suture 
Method W.L. M.:MsL. M.Ms. 
Good hι 。 I 3 I 
Appetite 
Poor 0 2 I 3 2 
Postoperative Present I 。 3 3 3 Nausea Condition Absent 2 2 。 。 I 
Present I 3 3 2 3 Vomiting 
Absent 2 。 。 I 。
Number of days survived 9-14 12-65 20-50 18-25 14 41 
I I 。 白 。
Infection Oe日s~fu7:g;o~~ned 2 。 。 I 。
Normal I ヲ烹 .) ，’ 今- 3 Au topザ
Stenos is 。 。 。 。 。
¥V.=whole thicknes, L.=Lemberl suture, M.=Mucosa, Ms.=l¥luscularis. 
lh巴 muscularcoat first, doubly ligating the mucosa! coat and dividing it with actual 
cautery betwe巴nthe ligatures, the stumps being buried beneath the muscular coat by 
an invagin:i.ting suture, and finally burying the entire stump with purse-string suture far 
up into the segment of the oesophagus which is richly supplied with blood. 
Chapter IV. The Oesophagoplasty. 
Antethりracicoesophagoplasty is the oper乱tiongenerally recommended at present. 
There are several ways of performing this operation, of which the method that was 
pi• パcd by our experiments on the dog as least dangerous is th巴 onethat utilizes a 
skin-intestinal tube, supplemented by overlapping the entire new canal with the great 
omentum which prevents circulatory failure of the isolated intestinal s巴gment. A tube 
made of a portion of the stomach (Jianau’s operation) was found to be ever liable to 
circulatory disturbance. 
In a case of cicatricial stricture uf the oesophagus which could not be relieved by 
any other method of treatment, we were able to complete an antethoracic りC出 •ph司日＇.＇ ト
plasty by m伺 nsof .skin-intestinal lube. This is the first case of successful anlethoracic 
倒的phagoplastyin our country. (See Fig. 56, 58 & 59・）
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the technic of incision and suture. 
III IV v 
Longitudinal S-5・5cm Longitudinal 2-2.5 cm Transverse, half the circum-ference of oesophagus 
Transverse Transverse Transverse 
:¥!Ms. W.L・ M M'.r .1 M.Ms. W.L. M.Ms.L. M.Ms. W.L・ M.Ms.L. M.Ms. 
2 I －，、) " ，’ 3 3 2 。 。 2 
I 2 。 。 (} 。 I ；、》 3 I 
2 2 。 。 。 I 2 3 I 3 
I I 3 " ，、 J 、 2 I 。 2 。
2 2 。 。 。 。 2 3 I 3 
l I " ，、 " ’可 、予 " ，、 l 
。 2 。
26-54 21-29 12-26 13-62 21-30 8-34 19-28 8-17 x5-20 19-24 
l 。 。 I l 。 。 l 。 。
。 2 。 。 。 I 。 I 。 。
， 、 l J ，、 3 3 I 」，》、 l .> ，、 .> ，、
。 。 。 。 。 I 。 。 。 。
Regarding the possibility of utilizing a non-pedicled fascia! transplant in repair of the 
oesophageal wall, our experiments on the dog indicate that a transplant up to 4 cm_ 
long and half the circumference of th巴oesophagustake~ well and functionates as an 
artificial oesophagus. (Table 38.) 
Chapter V. Gastrostomy and Castrotomy. 
Gastrostomv as a last resort in the treatment of stricture of the oesophagus b a 
thing of the past. It is at present a preliminary or supplementary measure for other 
more radical operations, as, for instance, in the treatment of carcinoma of the oesoph礼－
gus or as a part of to・乱nd-fro hougie dilatation of the str i仁ture. 
Gastrotomy is utilized in c九tr以 tinga foreign body in the deeper part昌 ofthe 
oesophagus. Our practice of performing a fr田 thoracolomyin addition to gastrotomy, 
and extracting a fureign body in the oesophagus bir』且nuallyis, we believe, the most 
logical method. (Fig・53and See Fig. 89, 90, 91 & 9z・）
Chapter VI. The Postoperative Functions. 
Before discussing the postoperative functional conditions, it may he pointed out that 
histologicaly the anastomosis betw明 nthe oesophagu8 and the stomach or jejunum is 
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Table 37. A summary of the results of surgical treatment of idiopathic dilatation 
of the oesophagus by oesophago-cardioplasty. 
IReac irJn tul I I Po>t 
Patient！う芝山部tI ~！：t I 時：~%~~~；時；~1°；~：001 °：：~~：0 I 02If£" IReo.I" 
I Vomiting I I加larl《
G.N. I 0 I ぷ1t~~n い I's~！n~~~~P:t~~~ji a.川｜叫 If~o~Iti~~e at I c：，~glete in I I ¥ I I 1927 ¥ hiatus. ¥ 13 seconds I 
一一一一一一一一一一一一 ' 討tenos1sof 「一一一γ一一一1 I ' 
I e I , I a日ageof 
oe叩 phagusa f刊｜ ｜ ｜日uid
30 I cm. above diaph-1 15th, I ” I complete in 
ragm ; moderate I , I I I 
dilatation above it I 1929 I ¥ 3 seconds 
1 1Complete oblitera-1 , I I I 
34 1 よ~＼~i~gof I J tion of the lowe;I J June ¥ I Pass昭 of
~ I. Y. I I I 24 ¥end of oesophagus;! 3rl, i " I日uidin 
0 I山 gnationI ¥moderate dilation¥ I ¥ ' minutes 
I r f。a I Iν I 1931 I I " I i I f overlying part.I 了 ｜｜ ｜





crat1on of lower 

















＋ Aug. : 
ist, : ＋ 
1931 i 
+ I Nov. 
+ I 18th, I 
1931 I 
Table 38. Summary of experiments t巾 repairof the oesophagus with 
nonped iclecl fasci孔ltransplant. 
三：1.~d of Suture 
Animal number 
Number of days 
survived 
Length of oesophagus 
resected （ιm) 
Necrosis of fascia! 
transplant 






llegree of >!en""' of 
the oesophagus 
Degree of adhesion 
＋ 
＋ ＋ 
Cauoe of death ? ?? ?????
?
，、
.) 5 6 7 8 4 
30 20 10 4 4 12 
4.0 4.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 3.0 
＋ ＋ ＋ ＋ 
＋ ＋ 
＋ 
+ ' ＋ ＋ 
＋ ＋ ＋ 
＋ ＋ ＋ ＋十
Infhrn-
ma tion おtenu>i,I Slenosis
 I Sl'1ws1> 
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complete in about 4 weeks’time. Fig. 53. Combined method of ex raction 
An X-ray study 凡fterresection of the of foreign body. (skematic) 
lower part of the oesophagus naturally 
does not show a cardiac function at the 
site of an司stomosisbetween the oesophagus 
and the stomach or the jejunum. (Table 39.) 
Jn some forms of anastomosis, such for 
instance, as Witzel’s method, there is brought 
out a definite stenosis at the sile of 
anastomosis, but in those in which twけ
layer suture or Kad句、technicwas supple-
mented by application of the omental 
hood, there is no narrowing of the lumen 
1ecognizable . 
.Effects of bilateral section of the vagus 
nerves in resection of the ca1dia upon 
the motility of the remaining portion of the 
stomach a1e of great academic as wellぉ
practical interest. Owing to the rarity of 
cures after such operations hitherto, no 
description of such effects is available in 
the literature. Of the eight cases that u’ere 
cured, we have made postoperative runt-
genologic studies on six cases, and found 
that，れithexception of one case, there was a definite pyloric dilatation with delayed 
pass明e,but that the gaslric peristalsis isnot markedly affected. (Table 40.) Like11・ise in 
seven out of twelve cases of total gastrectomy in which the both ¥'agi were cut, a 
rontgenologic evidence of delayed pass託geor a marked disturbance of the intestinal 
peristalsis could not be obtained. (Table 4r.) 
＼ 
We have also studied the basal metabolism of the cases in which resection of the 
cardia for carcinoma and total gastrectomy were performed, compared the results witl】
the preoperati1・e metal灼li仁 rates,and tried to obtain an insight into the effects on the 
vital functions. Six c礼seswhich had been operated upon for carcinoma of the cardiac 
portion of the oesophagus showed a、Yel marked reduction o「thebasal metabolism 
in the second and third postoperative 1’eeks, but the preoperati1・e reading was recovered 
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Table 39. Behaviour o( oesophagus after section of its cardiac part. 
Technic of Operation Dilatation 
Peristaltic and I Time re<]ttired 
antiperista!tic I forpassage of 1 •• :. 










Examined 55 days after 
anastomosis betw田n the 
oesophageal stump and 
the anterior 京oilol the 
stomach (end-to・side
Witzel's method) 
50 days after end-to end 
anastomosis between the 
oesophagu討 and the. 
greater curvature of the 
stomach 
30 days after ”’ II 15 -17





38 days after ず－1211
45 days after 1” 
36 days after 7〆ノ
N.B. Cardiac function was absent in al cases. In those cases in which perislaltic 
wav田 appeared, the bolus was passed to the stomach litle by litle at each 
peristalsis ; in those not sho、•·ing the peristalsis, the bolus passed continuously 
into the stomach. 
Table 40. Effects of bilateral section of the vagus nerve on the mot』lityof the part of 
the stomach left after resection of the cardia for Clrcinom江
Patient Cortour of the stomach Peristalsis I’ylorus Emptying time Restclue 
D:sp!accd H< urs ¥linu 旬、T. n toward left Small 日lightly fr SU陥ci剖l 6 35 
トi ， ， ， ， 4 50 ＋ 
S. I-I. ” 
， ， ， 5 30 一
H. ， ， Strong ， 4 25 ＋ 
v. ， Narrow ， ， 6 50 
K. T. ， ， ， Com pl山｜ 3 。 ＋ 
Chapter VII. Preoperative and Postoperative Treatments. 
Since the patients, on whom an operation on the oesophagus is indicated, are poorly 
nourished and their resistance is lowered, the necessity for preoperative nutritional 
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Table 41. Intestinal mobility after total gastrectomy. 
Jりunumbelow anastomosis 
Time required for passage of bolus through Patient 
Dilatation Peristalsis the small intestine 
hour ロunutes
K. Y. ＋ 3 30 To the coecum 
TM. ＋ ＋ IO To the end of the 4 ascending colon 
To the origin of the S. Y. ＋ 5 50 ascending colon 
IL M. ＋ 5 IO To the coecum 
T. Y. ＋ ＋ 15 
1、othe middle of the 
4 transverse colon 
K. S. ＋ ＋ Bolus stayed in the dilated j吋unumfor 3 hours 
U.S. 4 E由 ｜…… 
Table 42. Summary of the basal metabolic rates of the patients on whom resection 
for carcinoma of the cardia was performed. 
Name of Time examination 
02 
Increase ( + ) 
patient made C02 R. Q. Gu. or Decre国 e（一）
K. H. 
Preoperative 1.34 I.IO 0.82 95° - 5% 
52 days postoperative 1.28 o.95 o.74 894 - 7% 
Y. S. 
33 days postoperative 1.67 1.37 0.82 II79 + 4% 
54 days postoperative 1.67 0.39 0.83 II83 + 5% 
Preoperative 1.82 1.20 o.66 Iz48 + 8% 
S. H. 24 days postoperative 1.50 1.33 o.88 w76 - 4% 
99 days postoperative I.7I r.33 0.77 I200 + 8% 
S.H.K. 
Preoperative 2.09 1.57 0.73 I453 +I3% 
14 days postoperative r.63 1.32 0.81 II5I - 5% 
Preoperative I.5 7 1.3 I 0.83 I I I 2 + 3% 
Iζ. V. 
46 days postoperative 1.50 I.2I 0.87 w59 + 5% 
Preoperative 1.69 1.26 0.84 1199 -21% 
R. T. 
23 days postoperative 1.41 1.23 o.86 1009 - 5;-.; 
management is urgent. For this purpose, a preliminary gastrostomy or jejunostomy is 
frequently called for. Transfusion of blood, especially that administrated previous to 
the operation is also effective. 
During thoracotomy in general, but on the right side most emphatically, an 
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inhalation of oxygen is inrlispensable. Postoperative pn巴umothorax and linir.－＞ー or
haemothのnxshou Id b~ constant! r watched for. and ifゐund,promptly aspirated. Pneu・
moni乱 andothe1 infeclious processes should be prevented by a tho1ough immunization. 
In p巴rforrr
九 Iouti『1ejej1』nostomyis not ne亡esヨar_I'. Allowing liquid foocl by mouth a few d乱＼＇S
after the operation is not Ii arm fu I. 
Section IV. Brief Consideration of Surgical Diseases 
of the Oesophagus. 
Jn this section I shall discus3 onlr th1 肘~ diseases which I have actu乱lystudier!, 
and these on! y brie円y,the detailed discussion being presented in my original report in 
Japanese. 
Chapter I. Congenital Deformities. 
Of the L川 iけu-;cong巴nitalanomalies of the oesophagus, namely, congenital stenosi$, 
congenital stricture, true <liaphragmatic hernia of the oesophagus, and dysphagia lusonia, 
we have had opportunities to study且 caseof congenital stenosis, and two cases of 
congenital stricture, that had been observ巴dat the Pediatric Clinic of the University. 
The former case was that of a new born infant 5 days old. in which the postmortem 
examination showed that the oesophagus ended as a blind sac at a distance of 4・5cm. 
from the laりnx,that is at the le1・el , ,fthe tracheal bifurcation. One of the latter cases 
was that of an infant one year and two months乱fterbirth, in 1・l1ich the oesophagoscopy 
revealed an opening suggesting a diverticulum at a distance of 14・5cm. from the 
larynx, th旦tis, at the level of the tracheal bifurcation, and 1.5 cm. beyond .it the 
Oヲ出＞phageallumen suddenly narrc wed and presented 江 picture resembling the cervix 
of the uterus. The other was that of a child 7 years and r month old in whom a 
stenosis at the cardia an<l dilatation immecliateh’above it ¥'e1 e demonstrated hi・ an 
X-1川 ernmination. In none of these cases any special t1eatment was given. 
Chapter I. The Injuries. 
¥Ve have bad ll'o cases of injurie:> of the oesophagus complicated by perforation. 
In ti同行rstcase, the perforation was caused by an umimely employment of lゅugie
two W問 ksafter swalowing sulphuric acid, the perfor江tionbeing located at the level 
< ,fthe tracheal bifurcation. In the second case, the laryngeal part of the oesophagus 
has perforated after being oesophag-oscope<l. Both case~ developed mediastinitis, and 
clied in a few dars, the secon<l ca児 ha1・ingbe巴nfurther complicated l'ilh empyema 
thor乱cis.
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Chapter II. The Oesophageal Fislufo. 
It is rare to see a permanent fistula develop from 礼 freshwound. Most of the 
fistulae have as their backgrounci some chronic changes in the wall of the oesopha-
gus, such as carcinoma. We have seen a case of fistula that had developed from an 
incision made for perioesophagitis secondary to carcinom礼 ofthe larynx. 
Two cases of υesopha~obronchial fistula were observed by u~. In one of these, the 
fistula was recognized by X-rn)'S and oesophagoscopy to be located at the tracheal 
bifurcation, but died from a complicating gangrene of the lung. The second case had 
a traction di～erticulum and a fistula at 江 distanceof 31 cm. from the level of the 
larynx, showerl九 positiveblood I九＇asserm乱nnreaction, and was cured by tube feedin~ 
and the antisyphilitic treatment. 
もVehave observed, in addition, a case each of paralytic disturbance of deglutition 
and carcinoma of the upp号rorifice of th巴 O巴sophaguswhich caused entrance of food 
into the trachea, but both cases proved fat'1 I.
Chapter IV. The Inflammatory Diseases and Ulcer of the Oesophagus. 
:¥)though an acute catarrhal inflammation may result from any physical or ch巴mica)
i1吋tationof the mucosa, such as that caused by ether anaesthesia in surgeη’， yet patients 
consulting us ordinarily complain of a sense of stagnation caused by a chronic in日am-
matory condition. Such a condition may occur in drinkers and smokers, and it should 
be carefully differentiated from chronic organic diseases. Of three cases "・hich we had 
observed, it was possible to establish a di仔erentialdiagnosis in two, but in the third 
case, we were misled by a』ontgenologicevidence of stagnation of barium meal, caused 
by an accumulated secretion, and we opened the thorax under a mistaken diagnosis of 
carcinoma of the lower part of the oesophagus. 
Inflammation due t什 corrosioncaused by swallowing chemical agents such乱sacids 
or alkali is most frequently observed among inflammatory disc.1ses. In the previous 
rear we observed two fatal c九sesin which the inflammation resulte<l from swallowing of 
concenhated sulphuric aci'.l. 
On 《 •ther 仁川匂 o( simil乱rnature it was possible to try various methods of treatment. 
These were due to sulphuric acid, t¥'u cases ; hydrochloric acid, one ; acetic acid, 
one; nilric acid, one; sodium hydru-..yd, one; and ly却し onecase. In the I ysol case, 
it was P＇出ilJeto prevent the development of stricun: by an almost immediate lavage. 
For sometime after swallo11・ing a corrosive m礼terial,dcglulition is usually possible, the 
evidence of stricture occurring about a month later. 
Suppurative inflammation may oc仁ur as a consequence to swallowing a sharp 
pointed foreign body. We ha1・e had opportunities to treat two cases of this nature. 
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The日rstpatient developed purulent oesophagitis after swallowing a fish hook (that 
used for eel), the hook was extracted and the cure was e仔ecte<lby subsequent intra-
oesophageal evacuation of pus. The second patient swallowed a fish hone, an<l 
developed a purulent oesophag-itis, for which intraoesophageal incision was m凡<le,but 
the outcome was fatal. 
Chapter V. Stricture by Scar Contraction. 
Stricture due to scar contraction usually occurs as a consequence of swalo¥'ing 
corrosive chemicals. Betweea the third and fom th weeks after the accident, ulceration 
is most extensive, and it is usually later than the enrlηf th"! eighth week that scar 
formation takes place. 
Numerous therapeutic measures have been elaborated anrl tried by Clinical workers 
in the past, and these乱rebriefly described as folows. 
Methods of treatment of stricture of the oesophagus by scar cunlraction. 
A. l¥'υnsurgical treatment. 
Method of dilatation. 
Early bougie therapy. 
B. Surgical methods. 
1. Oesophagostomy. 
z. Mediastionotomy. 
3. Resection of blricturcd segment. 
4. Gastrotomy. 
5. Gastrostomy. 
Hacker's to-and-fro boui;ic dilatation. 
6. E'duston of stnctured segment. 
a) Oesophago-gastrostomy. 
i) Transpleura 
i) Trar abdom汀】a1. 
b) Antelhoracic Oesophagoplasly. 
i) Formation of oesophageal tube with sl、in
l) Formation of oe,ophagea] tube 、vi1hsmal ir e邑t』ne
ii) Format仙nof oesophag仁九ltube with small intestine and bl、in.
iv) Formation of oesophageal tube w凶 colon.
v) Fc>rmation of oesophageal tube with stomach. 
Of a great interest is the recent innovation of a method in wlich a bougie is 
introduced as a preventive measure against stricture 仕om z to 6 days after the 
corrosive agent is swallowed. In this method, the bougie introduction is made daily, 
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Fig. 54. The case successfully treated by Hacker’s 
to-and-fro bongie.dilatation. ・The patiePt, R. 0., 
female, aged 4 years. 
Rontgenogram before begin目ingthe treatment. 
Fig. 56. Rontgenogram after the course 
of treatment. 
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Fig. 57. The case of cicatricial stricture, succes-
sfully treated by antethoracic oesophagoplasty. 
The patient, F. K., female, aged :14 years. 
Fig. 58. Postoperative photograph 
of the patient. 
dilatation. Although it would b色 mo3tfort11nate if it is possible to accomplish dilatation 
without t乱kinga recourse to surgical operation, yet the p司stexperience has taught us 
that the prime conc巴ln in the mechanical dilatation must be centered on prevention of 
perforation. A measure which is absolutely safe in this respect, available at present is 
the to叩 d-fro加ugiemethod devised by von Hacker. In this method, a success in 
passag巴りfa silk thread through the stricture is half the successりfthe treatment, the 
only surgical measure necessary bein耳 gastrostomy. We have h礼da case. of a child 
4 years old, in whom there were two strictures of the oesophagus, following乱ninges-
lion 'l sodium hydn山yd,（）凡elocated at the second and the （川1erat the third con-
slrictions. The upper stricture ¥1’as relieved hy the usual bougie rlilatation, while the 
lower one remained rc-;istant, nncl there was江 p＜世；ibilityof perforation, if an energetic 
attempt at mecha『1icaldilatation were to Le made. For this reason, we have employed 
Hacker’a hートand-fromethod and succeeded in a cure in 80 days. 
Patient R. 0., 4 years o］《l，早.(Fig. 54, 5, 56.) 
June 15th. 
June 17th. 
1¥d11ited. Body weight 10・9kg. 
Oesoph,1goscopy iげはlじ＜la cicatricial .triclurc 1 I・5cm. from lat) nx. 
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June 19th to July 8th. Ordinary bougie dilatation (8 times). 
July 8th・ Secondstricture found at 19-20 cm. Body weight 12.0 kg. 
July 21st. Gastric自stulamade. 
September 15th. To-and fro bougie dilatation applied. No. 1, 2 passed (No・3
diameter 0・5cm. applied.) 
SeptemLer 28th. No. 4 (diameter 0.61 cm.) passed. Rice juice passed. 
October 18th. No. 5 (o.8 cm.) passedは S均. Body weight 12.7 kg. 
November 8th. No. 6 passed. Can eat macaroni, cooked rice. 
November 24th. No. 7 (0.9 cm) passed. 
December 5th. T日almentconcluded, and the apparatus、ithd1awn.
December 12th. Gastric fistula closed spontaneously. 
December 19th. All foods are readily passed. Body weight 13・5kg. 
Fig. 59. Postoperative rontgenogram. 
(Abbe’s technic in which string friction is 
applied through the oesophagotomy and g九－
strotomy wounds has not b巴entried by us). 
In those complicated cas~s in which even 
Hacker’s method of dilatation is not applicable, 
it l当 advantageous to perform antethoracic 
oesopliagoplasty instead of attempting oth巴r
risky opeiative measures. ¥Vith antethoracic 
oesophagoplasty, the operative pr・ocedure is the 
safest one, and the postop'.!rative passage of 
food is satisfactory. In a case of highly 
complicated stricture~ following ingestion of 
sodium hydroxyd, on which it was impc肘 ible
even to employ a to-and－白obougie dilatation, 
we ha1・e applied the technic of antethoracic 
oesophagoplasty hy me::ins of a tube made of 
skin and jejunal segmt.nt, which was ound by 
our animal expe1iments to be the most 
e節目cious. 九吋 the photograph sho¥¥・s, th号
postoperative pass'.lge of food is satisfaclon , 
and the patient is able to enjoy meals exactly 
like a normal individual, and appears even 
better nourished than befiリre the accident. 
The case is the自rstone tu be reported in this 
country. 
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A brief record • •f a 仁川じ ofcicatricial stricture treated by antιthoracic oesophagoplasty. 
[Patient, a woman 24 years of age. (Fiピ 57・58,59・）］
Date ’l’rじatmtnt
刈ay29・………・・・………・・ ………・・・・・・…・・ー・・・…・・Gastricfistula established. 
At引 st5・(69 days 礼ftergastrostomy.) ・H ・H ・－…・・Antethoracicrl日placementof the jりunum.
(F日ststage.) 
August 29・（25clays after the日rststage operation.) .. Oesophagotomy. （日econdstage.) 
円ept.30. (57 clays after the fir,t stagじのPげation.)…Form且tion of :mt etlwracic tube. （’l'hird sta日凡）
Octo],er 12・・ ・ー・・・ ・・..・・・・・H ・一一・・・・・・・・・・一・Fistula 《leveloped at the Jo""'' en<l of the 
' in tube. 
（）ιtober 2r. (78 days after first stage <•perat ion.) . .F凶 ul:ir1仁velor町 lnn a si<le at the upper end 
of the skin tube. 
October 31. (78 dηs after抗rststage operation.）…Skin graft. 
Fehr凶 ry19, 1932. (192 cla)S aft~r the品川 ope凶 ion.).. Fistula at the lower en<l of the skin tu1'e 
closed by 、1、inflap. 
'.¥[.irch 3. (2ro day after the first stage operation.）…Fistula at the upper er d of the •kin tu＼附
clc1'c≫l hy skin自ap.
九larch1 j・・ H ・・・・・．．．．．．．．．． ........ .<;a,trostomy tub・ removed. 
Chapter VI. Functional Diseases of the Oesophagus. 
Functional di党asesof the oesopha宮usoccur either in paralytic or spastic fimn, but 
the only one in ¥・hich sun4"eons are interested is the so-called idiopathic dilatation. 
Th日tthiョdi対日間 is caused by d_1sfunction of the vagus nerve has been 日eneral.1・
recogni~ed by students of this subject, but in the light of the recent investigations 
C辻rriedout in <•tir clinics, functional di出 川《lerof the sympathetic ne1 ve must alsけ be
recognized as a causative factor, as el芯ぜ1・hじrepoint out. 
Vaiiou只 therapeuticmeasm・esha、eLeen rlevised hitherto for relief of the svmptoms 
of the disease. 
Methods of Treatment for !diυpathic Dilatation of the Oesophagus. 
A. N• •n -surgical 九1ethods.
I. Medical treatment. 
I. Tllechanical dilatation. 
B. Surgical Methods. 
J. '1、o-and-frobougie dilatation. (E. Ma山 l, 1900.) 
I. Operations upon dilated segment. 
I. ＇／可
2. Resection of oesophageal wall. (Reト1昭er,1906.) 
3・ Plicationof oesophageal wall. (W. M七yer,1910.) 
4. Rcdu 
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III. Operations upon the nerves. 
1. Isolation and section of the vagus nerve. (W. Meyer, 1910・）
2. Exairesis of the phrenic 田 rve.(Enderlen, 1929・）
IV. Operations upon the cardia. 
r. Surgical dilatation. (Mikulicz, 1903・）
2. Cardioplasty. (Wendel, 1909・）
3. Incisions of the 剛山ulatureol the cardia. (Heller, 1913.) 
4. Excision of the musculature of lhe cardia. (Juracz, 1925・）
5. Lゐerationof the oesophagus from its surrounding structures. (v. Hacker, 1913・）
6. R白 ectionof the cardia. (Rumpel, Bier, 1920・）
7. Extirpation of lymph-glands from the musculature of the cardia. 
(R. Carsky, 1929・）
8. Incision of the hiatus and oesophagoplasty (Oesophagoplasty wirh isolation at 
the hiatus）・（Ohsawa,1932・）
V. Exclusion of the cardia. 
I. Oesophago-gastrostomy. (Heyrovsky, 19w.) 
2・Plicationof the cardia. (Lambert, 1914・）
Table 43. Sllmmary of results of therapeutic procedures for idiopathic 
dilatation of oesophagus. 
Meth0ds treatment To~~l ~：：~；er /Co~Jr~~ely I Improved Not Recurrence I Death improved 
Medical treatment 56 12.5% 50.0% 28.2% 8.9% 
Nonsurgical dilatation 96 31.2% 53.0% 4・1% 9・3% 2.0% 
Surgical dilatation 57 13・7% 70.1% I.7% 8.7% 3・5%
Incision of cardiac 
45 37・7% 51.1% 6.6% 22% 9ー 9】 0〆ノ。muscles 
Oesophagogastrostomy 28 60・7% 36.0% 3.6% 
Cardioplasty 21 14・3% 66.6% 4・7% 4・7% 9・5% 
Oesophagoplasty with 6 80.0% 20% liberation at the hiatus 
Of these, a mechanical dilatation of the cardiac orifice is uncertain in its result, and 
carries with it包d司ngerof possible perforation. ＼＇ピ have,therefore, adopted a method 
of surgical dilatation (lf lhe constricting region, enti『ely discarding the blind-folded 
procedure of mechanical method. 
Submucous incision has made the oesophago cardioplasty a perfectly aseptic operation. 
Our method, in which th巴 musclesat the oesophageal hiatus are divided and the 
oesophagus completely mobilized, in addition to the special form o「incisionand suture 
of the oesophagus employじd,has further renderecl the operation safe and certain of 
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Fig. 60. The case of idiopathic oesophageal 
dilatation, on which oesophagoplasty (with 
liberation at l巾tus）川、 pe巾 nned.
Preoperati,・e rontgenogram. 
J 
Fig. 62. Postoperative rontgenogram. 
Fig. 61. Postoperative photgraph of the 
patient, T. A., male, aged 43 years. 
result. This point is well demonstrated by 
the fact th川江1of the six c江scstreated I >y
this method were completely cured. ¥¥'e 
repeat that in the treatment of idiopathic 
oesophag-eal dilatation, the oesophago-
cardioplasty with liberation of the involved 
segment of the oesophagus should be adopted 
and al other methods be discarded. 
(Fi三・ 60,6 r,62, 63.) 
Chapter VII. The Elongated Oesophagus. 
Descriptiのns of abnormal movements 
and stretching of the lower part of the 
oesophagus appear in the literature, but 
there is no one who considered such pheno-
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mena as constituting an independent disease, or who proposed a special form of 
treatments. ¥Ve regarded the oesophagus presenting these signs as constituting a 
definite clinical entity, like in the case of colon elongatum, and especially elongated 
sigmoid colon, and devised a method r,f treatment from this standpoint. Quite 
naturally, neither ri.intgenologic nor pharm乱codynamic test shows any evidence of 
functional disorder in this disease. 
Jn two cases of this type, w巴 havetried operative measures. In one case, Sauer-
bruch’s Einsti.ilpungs-resektion w’as clone, with complete relief of <lifficulty of <leglutition 
which was present before the operation. In the other case, ¥l'C have performed an 
oesophagogastrostomy, but the patient died. At postmortem examination the oesopha-
gus was found to be 29 cm. long, fully 5 cm. longer than the average length among 
the Japanese, which is 23.85 cm. accor<ling '" Taniguchi, and 23・4cm. according to 
Yr、k川江n川. There ¥rnS, however, no marked dilatation. (Fig. 6+, 65, 66, 67.) 
Chapter VIII. The Oesophageal Diverticula. 
（出巳 reportsof this anomaly are foun<l n什tinfrequently in the European an<l 
American literature, but extremely lew cases have been reported in our country, and 
these are classified as fol1011’s：一
















The magnitude of th巴 operationfor radical extirpation of the diverticulum is about 
equal to incision and sut1.1re of the oesoph立gu吋， andthe result of the operation is 
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Fig. 64. The c田eof elongatio oesophagi. 
Preoperative rontgenogram. 
excellent. 羽re have studi巴d a 
case of typical diverticulum of 
the thoracic oesophagus but un-
fortunately coul<l not obtain a 
consぅntfor an op~ration. A case 
of traction diverticulum which 
pcrforate<l into the bronchus with 
fυI mation of a oesophagobron-
chial fistula was cure<l by tube 
fee<ling and antiluetic treatment. 
Another case that res巴mble<lZen-
ker's <livaliculum wris proved at 
operation lo he clilalation of the 
len・ica¥ oesophagus wliich w~可
caus"d by strangulation of the 
]01・er cervical p旦lt of the空ulet
by a scar from the pr己、Iりus
operation on the neck. In this 
case, plication of the oesophagus 
was done with subsequent relief 
of symptoms. 
~t"i/l~I J 
Fig. 65. Temp肝aturechart, showing the postoperative course. 
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Chapter IX. Tumors of the Oesophagus. 
Small benign tumours are occasion~ lly found at autopsy. With the development. of 
r 
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Fig. 66. Postoperative ront:;enogram. 
Fig. 68. A case of myuma of the thoracic 
oesophagus. 
The patient, K. Y., female’，九ged43 years. 
Preoperative rontgcnogram. 
Fig. 67. Postoperative portrait of the 
patient, B. F., male, aged 43 years. 
endoscopi仁technique,poly piand papillomata 
are at times discovered. ¥Ve have also 
located a polyp by oesophagoscopy. 
In a patient who has been complaning 
of difficulty of deglutition for 2-i years, and 
W江s<liagnosed by usぉ aC礼seof idiopathic 
oesophageal dilat立lion, we have enucleated 
a myoma from theοesophageal wall. After 
the myomectomy and oesophago-car<lio-
plasty the patient has completely recoyerc<l 
her health and i語 at present engaged in 
lier daily ¥1・ork. (Fig. 68ー 7z・）
A graphic demonstration of the technique 
of this myomectomy and oesophago-
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Fig. 70. Temperal1re chart of the same case as Fig. 68, 
showing the postoperative convalescence. 
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cardioplasty under fre巴transdiaphragmaticthoracotomy was presented by cinernatograph 
at Japan Surgical Sr叱ietyon April I 932. 
Chapter X. Carcin。maof the Oesophagus, of the Cardia and 。f
Upper Segment of the Stomach. 
¥'ith the development of the operali¥・e technic the number of cases recognized as 
carcinoma of the oesophagus, the cardia, and the upper part of the stomach has 
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Fig. 71. Postoptrative rontgenograrn. 
Fig. 72 ... 
Photり1r.icrographof the specimen, the 
same case as Fig. 72. 
Fig. 72. J'ostoperntive photograph 
。fthe patient目
Fig. 72. b 
Gross specimen of the same cnse 
as Fig. 72 
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f[raduallv increased until it is estimated to be from 1/4 to 1/7 in frequency of that of 
" -
the stomach. In our clinic, the total number of gastric carcinoma operated upon in 
the p乱st7 years is 803 as compared to IOI cases of carcinoma of the oesophagus 
and the cardia. 
Classi抗cationof operations for carcinoma of the oesophagus performed during the eight 
year period, 1925-1932. 
Penetratio”method 
aud Gastrostomy. 
Posterior mediastinotomy, section of the の白ophagu~ an<l 
fixation of the tumor-bearing upper segment to the neck. 2 
Resection of the tumor-bearing segment of the oesophagus 
in the thoracic cavity and fixation of the upper stump of 
the gullet to the neck H ・・ー・…・・・・ ・ 一 . .. .....  I 
2 stage penetration method. －－－ー・ー・ ・・・・・ーー ・ー・・・・・・・ー ・ー・ ・ー ・・・・ I 
Section of the cen・ical part of the oesophagus and F.xation of the upper stump 
m the neck. ・・ ・ー・……・一ー ぃ ．，．．．・一 －－一－－－－－一－－－ －－－－一・・・・ー ・・ ・ー・ーー 一 2 
Fixation of thr: tumor-bearing part tu the tho1acic wall. ..一－一・ ・一ー ・・ ・・ ・ I 
Extrapleural posterior mediastmotomy，ヒp]oratory. . ... －－－－ー・リー ・ー 4・ー 一一ー 3 
Explorato1 y anterior mediastinotomy. . …一 ・ ・・・・ ・ .ー.・・ー …・・ー …－－ I 
Free transdiaphragmatic thoracotomy. . . 
Free thoracotomy followed hy gastrostomy or jejunostomy .. －ー ・ーー ー － E ・・・ 15 
Free thoracotomy alone. ・ ・・・・ H ・・一 …ー・・・・ー ・ー ・ー－ a・・・・・・一 .. ..  .. 5 
Tracheotomy and gastrostomy －・ー・ー・・・・一－一－一－－－－－－－－－一一－－－…－－－一－ ・ー・・・ I 
Gastrostom y or jejnnostomy nl<>ne. . .・ H ・－・…………ー …H …...・H ・－－…－…ー…… 17
1、utal 50 
Classification of operations for carcinoma of the cardia performed between the years 
1925 and 1932. 
End to side oesnphagogaslro>lomy (to ti同 anteriorwal of the stomach) after 
resection of the cardia.…・・・・ ・・ ・－ －－ －－－ － － － －－一－ － －ー・…..・・ 5 
Enιto-end anastomosis between the oesophag~•s an<I the greate了 curvatureof the 
stomach aftじTresection of the card1a. 一 ・・・・・・ー・・ー ・・ー・，． ．． ．．．．．・ ・ー・…，ー .  12 
Emstilptmgsre,cUion. (Sauerbmch）…………..・H ・－………………－…一・・・・… …・ I 
Exp I< •ratoiy laparothoracotomy. …－ －一－ － － － －ー・・・……・ ・・ー…・ ・...…・・ 2 
Lo.parothoracotomy and gastrostomy ..… ・ ・・…・・・・・………・・・
Lo.parothoracotomy o.n-1 oesophagngastrostomy. ・・・・・ ・・・ー・・・・・…
Exploratory bparothoracotomy and jejunostomy. ……・・ ・ー …・ … 一・・....・H ・－ 4 
Exploratory laparotomy comline<l with gastroslomy or jejurn国t《.ny. －－－－－－ー・・ー ・ーーー 14 
Explorat川 ylaparotomy. …－・‘・・・・・……・一一・… ・・・・… 司・・・・ ・・・・・・・・ー… . 6 
Transd1aphragmatic thoracotomy ... … ・・・…… －－ －…… － － －… ・・・・…－－ .. I 
Incision of mtraomental aLscess due to pe1foratiリninto the 日rc~t ornentum. .. .  r 
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Isola ti on of I heoe ophagus (thnracnto町），日xati日nof the isolated part of 
oesophagus below’ hiatus ; Jejunostomy.…－…・・・ .・ H ・－－………......・ H ・H ・H ・－…・ I 
Total 51 
1・otalg国 trectomywith encl-In一、ickoe;ophago-jejunostorny and jejuno-jejunostomy. 20 
Since our clinic was established in 19b3, the number of cases of carcinoma of the 
O巴sophagusand the carclia op巴ratedupon totalled 281, of which the great majority 
were males. The highest incidence occurred in the白fthdecade, and the anatomical 
loc礼lionswere nnstly in the lower part of the oesophagus and the cardia, agreeing 
with the自guresgiven in the foreign statistics, which fact, as mentioned in the intro-
duction, demands urgently the solution of th巴rapeuticpr（心lernsof this region. 
Th巴 re汎1lt~ of the surgical treatment of carcinoma of this anatomical region are quite 
appallin;;. Th巴 totalnumber of cases operated upon throughout the world i,; 150, of 
which in 53 cases the carcinoma was located above th巴 trachealbifurcation, in the 
reniaind巴rthe lower part of the oesophagus and the carclia being the sites involved. 
O「these,36 operations were clone transperitoneally. The number surving the thoracic 
operation was only 5 cases, and in none of these was established any direct continuity 
bet¥¥'een the oesoph江gusand the abdominal digestive tract. Of these cases receiving 
abdominal operations for carcinoma of the cardia, 14 cases survived throughout the 
world. A ca、巴 reportedby Miyagi is one of these, and has been the only successful 
c:i.s巴reportedin our country to date. A further scrutiny of the literature reveals the 
fact that no one author has more than a single successful case to his credit. There 
is no wonder that the car℃inoma of the cardia, to say nothing of that of the entire 
oesophagus, has been generally regarded as a hopeless therapeutic problem. 
In our series of carcinoma occuring in the upper thoracic p旦rtof the oesophagus, 
there were 50 cases, of which 5 were operated upon. Of 5 r cases of carcinoma of 
the lower p九rtof th巴 oesophagusand the cardia, 18 cases were operated upon. Of 
803 i:ases of carcinoma of th巴 stomach,20 cases showin只infiltrationin the upper 
segments of the viscus were operated upon. The total number of cases operated upon 
was thus, 42, of which 20 C‘lS ~S W巴recured. Of 1 r cases in which thoracic operation 
was P色1formed3 were cured, in two of which the total gastrectomy was followed by 
oesophago-jejunastom y under free laparo司thoracotomy. Of 14 cases in which resec-
tion was do 1e for carcinoma of the lower part of the oesophagus and th巴 C且rdiaby 
our semithoracotomic laparotomy, successful result was obtained in 8. It was possible 
to resect the lowest 5 cm. of the oesophagus by this technic. With this technic and 
with pure laparc tomy, 18 total gastrectornies were performed，乱ndof these 10 cases 
were cured .. (Table 44.) Thus, although our series is stil a small one, it is our 
confident belief that with an increase in the quantity of material, the number of 
685 
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Fig. 7 3. An illustrative case of carcinoma of 
the lower part of the oesophagus and card ia, 








'J'lic patient, I ~. T., femalじ， a:;ed
42 year;. 
Preope1 at i vc 1ontgenogcnogran、a
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Fig. 7 5. The same case as above. 
Postoperative rontgenogram. 
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Fig. 77. An illuslrativc case of carcinoma of 
the lower part of the oesophagus; the 
patient., S. H., male, aged 45 years. 
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Preoperative rontgenogram. Fig. 79. Postoperative roolgenogram. 
Fig. 78. Temperature chart, showing the postoperative 
convalescence. （’rhe same case as Fig. 77.) 
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Fig. 80. 
Tl】epatient after the opernlt<'n 
and the specimen removed 
at opcralioo. 
(The same case as Fig. 77 .) 
a 
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Fig. 81. The case of a patient, H. l¥I., female, aged 
47 years, representative of 12 successful total 
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F1g. 82. Specimen ,r I he st"mach removed from 
ti】じ C:i>c:,h引いnin I l百 81 
I 1 
Fig. 83. The same case as Fig. 81. 
Postoperative temperature chart. 
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Fig. 84. l'υrlr:i.it nr I hじ palicnl
(The same cose as .Fig. 81 .) 
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Fig. 85. l lu>I r:tli＼’t case of loLl 
gastrcctvmy. 
The patient，’I'. ¥'., male, 
aged 57 years. 
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Fig. 8 7. Temperature chart, >h川l'ingthe 
postopera ti vc convalescence. 
(The >o.mc ca'e :is Fig. 85) 
y ・ 3 ‘ r I 7 f If 10 .,, 
fig. 88. l’vrtrait or the patient 
(The same case as Fig. 85). 
’， ， 
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Fig. 86. The same u九叫 2ぉ Fig. 85・ Specimen of the >lumacli. 
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successful cases will also inc『むasc. Detailed protocols of our clinical cases appear in 
my uriginal paper in Japanese. 
Table 44. Summary of cases of carcinoma of the oesophagus in which resection 
was performed. 
l¥ktho<l ,f Operation Site of Carcinoma 




?. :,l;iζc resection (Penetration 
mdhod) 
Anchorage to the thoracic 
wall 
Free th• ·ra~olaparolnmy 
Free thoraco trausdiaphrag-
rnatic-laparotomy 
Semi lhoracotomic alxlomin:tl 
method 
, and ordinary laparotomy 
Level ぃftracheal hifurcation 
Level of the lrachcal l>ifurca-
ti on 
letween the level of l he 
tracheal bifurcation and the 
cardia 
Carrliac part of the oesυphagns 
Upper paγt of str•mach and 
car<lia 
Cardiac part of the oesophagus 













8 c抽 出 口Jred
6 cases die<l 
10 caseぉ curen
8 CaS(S died 
Toi al…・・… ・ ・1・・－－ －－－－－一…・・・・……．，…・・.I 42 
20 cases cured 
22 cases died 
Chapter XI. The Foreign Bodies in the Oesophagus. 
Forei1m bodies that are carelessly swallowd may lodge themselves at the various 
physiologic constrictions of the oesophagus, as shown on the且ccompanyingtable. 
Character ,f foreign hodi,s anrl the part邑 ofthe oesophagus they were lodged. 
1、hefirst physiological constrictiυn・ー・・・・・・・・・・ぃ・ー・・・・ ・・・・・・・48 
1¥lidway he町 nthe fi悶tand second 向si叫i叫 constrictio出 z ｛ ~~~e ぷ；？－
The >Cconrl physiological constnction. －－－………・・・・・・…－・・… 13 
1¥Iic ay l胤etweer】LI】esecond an<l third phy出ol噸 calcon耐slrictiom
!Fa！込etoolh. 
¥Pickled turnip. 
, Dried sea weed. 
I Safety pin. 
1 Prυbe. 
., hi川 physio］円引calco恥 lnct10n....…－…....・H ・..・H ・－－－……・ 6イA piece of uon rorl. 
Stomach .. ・・・・・…－ －－－  －－…－－－－－－－－－－－－－－－一－－－ 一・・・・ー・・・・ 4 
Intestine. ・・ー・・・…・・・…一・・・・・ ・・・・・・・・・・……・・・・・・ 4 
Location not mentioned. …山……・・・・・・・・・・…・・ ・・－－…－－－－ 17 
Tutal ．．．‘・・........................・ ・・・・・ ・・・・・・・・・・H ・ 97 
I False tooth. 
I A polished st.υne the size and 
、 品hapeof a quarter coin. 
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Fortunately these are quite frequently dislodged spontaneously and are passed 
downwafd in the alimentary tract. Thus, in our series of 97 cases, spontaneous 
passage and excretion occured in 23 cases, 6 of them being r.:ither sharp edged 
artificial teeth. In these fortunate cases, the for巴ignbodies evidently had not penet-
rater! into the mucosa. A piece of dried, thick se且weed(konbu) excreted in 26 days 
represents the longest record, and a round piece of tin, whiLh was passed out within 
17 hours the shortest recor<l of foreign bodies lodged in the O巴sophagusin our series. 
Prognosis of the ca『esof foreign bodies in the oesophagus v江ricsin proportion to the 
severity of disturbance of cleglutition, 9 out of 14「乱talcases l』江1ing come to us "itb 
a high grade disturbance. 
Methods by which the foreign bodies were removed. 
(By oesophagoscopy .. 
Non-st昭 icali By means of coin fu附 ps・…








Surgical. ．．．．・・・・・…・・・ ・ ・1・・・・・・・・ ・・－…・・・・・・・・・・・・…・・・・・・・・・……・・・・・・ 24 
Spontaneous discharge through the anus (i1clu仙】g3 cases in which the fo同ign
bodies were pushed down.）…－……・…・…－－……....・H ・－－…..・H ・・・・H ・－ 23
Accidentally removed ……………………………・・・…・ ・………一 … ・H ・H ・－………・・・ 3 
Extraction could not be accomplished. ………………一…・・・…－－－－一－・－……………… 2 
:Not recorded.……・・・…………－－－… －・…・・・・・・…・ ・……・一……・・・・・・ ・・・・・……………… 9 
Total 97 
While it is true that the recent refit)ement of oesopbagoscopic technique has reduced 
1he number of operative attempts at removal of foreign bodies, yet in those cases in 
which they have insinuated themselves into the mucosa or in which signs of complica-
tion exist，日nimmediate sur!!ical Intervention should be made. 
] n the removal of forピi~n boclies, an external cervical oesophagotom y posses;cs the 
wirlest range of applicability. Through the oesophagotomy 1、•ound, an endoscop巴 m旦y
be introduced, and extraction may be completed of foreign bodies located not farther 
down than 2 cm. below the tracheal bifurcation. ¥'ith this method, an additional 
gast10tomy may often be omitte f. F'a1ther down in the oesoph江gus,an extraction is 
釦 metimesimpossible even th1ough a gastrotomy wound. Yet, to take a recours巴 to
thoracotorny in such cases, is fraught with danger, and since our past e¥periences 
amply prove it, an intrathoracic operation should be avoided as far as possible. 
It is仏rsuch seemingly impossible cases, that we have cievisecl a combined method 
of gastrotomy and fre巴thoracotorny. B_1’this method it i当pr】ssibleto grasp tb巴forじi日I 1
h》（
ir】t「oducedinto ti】eoesophagus thr1mgh the gastrotomy wound. and push it bimanually 
downward. 
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Fig. 89. The case of foreign body 
successfully rn11川 ul by our 




Portrait of the patient 
(Fig. 89), T. E., 
female, aged 5 5 years. 
a 
Fig. 91. Temperature chart showing the postoperative 
















1,・1T1砂 I, It岩lo'lil I 
Fig. 92 b 
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Our case was that of a woman 56 years of江gewith impaction of an artificial tooth 
t the secon<l constriction for which sevじralexpert otorhinologists had attempted an 
oesophagoscopic extraction. The patient C礼meto us on the 9th day of the accident. 
We自rsttrie<l a retrograde oesophagoscopy but found that the foreign body moved 
not at al, and that there was considerable inflamm且tionin the adjacent mucosa. We 
have finally succeeded in extraction lり ourcombined method, and l沿 th ¥H1Ul1dS 
healed promptly without an infection. 
The himanual method is the ideal one for extracting a foreign body impacted in the 
rnuce>sa of the deeper part of the oesophagus. Of a cornbinecl method, a mention is 
made in the literature, but to our knowledge there is no actual successful empl川ment
of the method reported (Fig. 89-92.) 
Chapter XII. The Disturbed Deglutition by Pressure. 
Although the conditions vary in different regions, the oesophagus is occasionally 
displaced or compressed by a p1essure exerted by adjacent structures. Since the 
cervical part is limited in mobility, it develops a comp1百 sionsymptom rather early. 
The thoracic part, on the other hand, i~ at first displaced owing to i岱 ratherfree 
mobility, and the symptoms of compression develop only when the oesophagus itself 
becomes involved in the pathologic process. Causes of compression are multiple, as 
the accompanying table sho日s.
The List of Diseases Which may Cause Disturbances of Deglutition by Pressure. 
r. Diseases of the thyroid glands. 
2. Ossification of the cricoid cartilage and inflammation and tumor of the neck. 
3. Diseases of the mediastinum. 
4. Diseases of the heart and the aorta. 
ュ. Abnormal anatomical course of the right subclavian artery. 
b. Intrinsic diseases of the arteries. 
c. Diseases of the heart itself. 
5. Diseases of the lungs. 
6. Diseases of the diaphragm. 
7・ Diseasesof the abdominal viscera. 
8. Diseases of the vertebrae. 
We have studied a case due to changes in the vertebral column, 4 cases due to 
pressure from malignant goiter, and 15 cases clue to mecliastinal tumors, in al of which 
the chief・complaint was difficulty of deglutition・ Althoughrare, there was also a c加。
which was Japarotomized with a diagnosis of tumor of the cardia, .but which w~s 
actually a case of compression stenosis due to splenomegaly secondary toむirrhosisof 
the liver. 
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Concluding Words. 
As stated above, the results of both our expヨrimentalstudies on animals and clinical 
operations on m:tn have co山 ・ibutedfacts rnodifyi暗 thecurrent conception of thoraco-
tomy, and it is believed that the、ariousexperimental investigation on the oesophagus 
as well as the results of the therapeutic measures herein presented, have yielded 
informations that constitute the foundations upon which the surにじ！） of the oesophagus 
may be built up. 
In the course of 7 years sin仁e192 5,we have opeiated on 14 3 cases out of the 
Lota I of 2 1 3casesυf the diseases of the oesophagus whiじIiwe have studied. The 
majority of these ca付制 were carcinoma. Of these 14 3 caヨピ内 those in which the 
tlH1Jacic part of the oesopha.~； u古川as attacked l》y free thoracc山川1rnumb巴red fi:l. 
From Llis experience we have assun:d ourseh・esthat the practicable methud of 
approach i> the p川 tcriortranspleural・mediastinalroute and the lateral transpl巴ural
route or unilater乳1thoracotomy, both under the normal atmospheric p』・essure.
For an operation on the lower part of the O巴sophagusand the cardia, either free 
transdiaphragmalic thoracolaparotomr, free tho1 aco-laparatom y,or semi-thor,1cotomic-
laparotomy is believed to be the ideal method of approach. :¥nd i口《lealingwith this 
region, the abdomen should Le opened自rst.
With the exception of the cervical part, the oesophageal surgery is necessarily 
concerned with the thoracic cavity. With ful understanding of the principles and 
practice of free thoracotomr, il is possible to perform an operation without fear and at 
any time. Our so-cal巴dsemithoracotornic-laparotomy isprimarily and almost purely a 
laparotomy, but with this <1ifference, namely that there is no fear entertained for injury 
to the pleura. 
Of our q3 operative cases, the operative procedure primarily planned was carried 
out on 63, of which successful cases are extremely fじw. But successful results in + 
out of 12 c乱sesof tumors of the thoracic part of the oesophagus, cures in al the six 
cases of idiopathic dilatation treated by our method of intrathoracic oesophagopl川町
with complete mobilization of the cardia at the oesophage;i.l hiatus, success in 8 case3 
of the radical extirpation of carcinoma of the cardia-by resection of the lower 5 cm. 
of the oesophagus by our semi-thoracotomic laparolomy which is employed i日 the 
identical sense as laparothoracotomy, cure obtain吋 in 1 2 cases of total gastrectomy 
by a semitr】oracolomiclaparotomy or by an ordina1ァlaparotomy, and a successful 
bimanual extraction of a false tooth, hitherto considered as the most difficult foreign body, 
lodged in the mucosa by the combinぽlmethod of free thoracotomy and gastrotorny, 
ar巴 resultsnot yet superseded lηEuropean or American records. The credit for this 
record is due to none other than品目 thoracolomr. 
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It is also not without interest that ¥IC have obtained an ideal rcsull in a case of 
cicatricial stricture with antethoracic oesophagoplasty by utilizing. a skin-jejuna! canal, 
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開胸術ノ：影響カ‘著Lク強イコト ヲ認メ タ。閉鎖時ノミ過座 ヲ装MiスJレモ ノ、成績ハ， Mレ
ノ賞験ニ於テモ雨者／仁I－＇問ヲ行クキ：ii ナ結県デア JI- 。斯クノ J;_「｜ ク各人ーヨリテ相互1！！~開係エ
遂行セラレタル貨験ノ成績が期セス。シテ一致セJレコトハ，決シテ偶然デハナ fト信ゼラレ
Jレ。


























































諸種食道手術ヲ 1925年以、後 7年間ェ. :213例ノ詐附例中子術 143例（非観血的手術
ヲ含マズ）ヲ白ラ経験シタガ共ノ；多クハ癌腫ニ行ハレタ，印チ主主i腫 1:2（）例中デ， 4:5例ニ
根治手術ヲ施行スJレコトガ出来タ。丈献テハ白Ii世紀以来全部デ約150例根治手術ガ報告サ
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レテ居ルガ，食道杭ノ 5例，噴門宿ノ 10余例が，術後治癒ヲ得タノミ テアJレ。而モ胸腔























過遅延ヲ認メ， l腸ノ運動ニハ通過時間，自需動欣態ニ略化ヲ；；必メ ス、 （山紋， ）j'l,~i：良 ） ， 7rそ胃射I+¥
f受及食道噴門痛切1;:i；後／棋暁代謝ハ術直後低下スJレモ Ii遡後恢復シ且ツ附後向上スJレ（耐
附］）。
食道ノ ：係拡j心ニ開シテハ孜tr'.i （古 H I. 松本， H： ~11，森岡，橋本，凶It'.:，宮司，直i安，
{ i野，奥村） ／統計並ピニ教室ノキ;<ifl~f:'fi(lj ニ就テ~ベル。
苦々／臨床手術例 1+:l例 ノ中デ後期r手術ヲ1'r7 J トノ出来タ例ハ H:3例デアJレ，此／
，，，胸院内ニ於クル11•11蕩切除ノ 11 iJr中， i例ノ術後治癒ヲ事ゲ得タ Jレコト， ザ氏再内套陥
法 1 例ヲ 1~i台セシ j タコト（；針々ハ此方法ヲ切除ノ fl的ニ使用シタノテ・ハナ 1)，叉長々／
大津・食道外科 69!) 
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